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Abstract
Causal inference is a challenging and important problem in a wide range of scientific fields. Understanding how factors interact is essential in theoretical research,
experimental studies and applied research and development.
Causal networks are a particular kind of causal inference problem, where a
known number of factors interact with each other in an unknown way. Causal
networks range in size from very small (5–10 factors) to very large (104 ). Although
rigorous causal inference is possible in some situations it is much more common to
infer a dependency network. This network model of the factors can then be used
to guide further direct experimentation which verifies or falsifies suggested causal
relationships.
A wide range of techniques have been used to infer causal and network models,
including ordinary differential equations, fuzzy and logical networks, neural networks and Bayesian networks. Generally, all of these techniques are intractable on
large networks (i.e. networks with more than 100 factors).
In our research we aim to develop techniques which can be used to infer detailed
draft models of large causal networks. The techniques will include fuzzy Bayesian
networks. Fuzzy Bayesian networks are Bayesian networks that have variables
which are simultaneously uncertain and fuzzy. Thus the associated theoretical
questions surrounding fuzzy probability are important in our research.
This report introduces the problem of causal network inference. It then describes
the relevant aspects of a bioinformatic problem domain and previous research. We
present a proposed approach to the problem of inferring large causal networks, some
bioinformatic data sets that can be used to evaluate and validate this approach,
and discuss the goals and contributions. Appendices present our relevant published
and current work in the field so far.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Causal inference is one of the most challenging problems facing statisticians, computer scientists and philosophers in an increasingly complex and diverse world.
This chapter introduces the research program. Section 1.1 describes and conceptualises causal networks. Inference of them is difficult and valuable. Section 1.2
summarises the goals of the research program. Section 1.3 concludes the chapter
by describing the structure of this transfer report.

1.1

The Problem

Causal inference is a common problem in physical and social science, and a range
of techniques have been developed to address it. We are particularly concerned
with inferring large causal networks. A causal network is large if it has too many
vertices for a Bayesian network (subsection 3.3) model to be tractably inferred.
This is approximately 100 vertices. Causal networks are formally described in
subsection 1.1.1. Existing methods are unsuitable for large causal networks. Subsection 1.1.2 describes a bioinformatic problem domain where large causal networks
are common.

1.1.1

Causal Networks

In a causal network there is a finite set of factors, V , and a finite set of causal edges,
E. An edge from vj → vi indicates that vj is causally potent with respect to vi .
Each factor vi ∈ V is also annotated with a function, θi . This function specifies
the functional relationship between vi and its parents, the factors which are causally
potent for vi . Collectively, V and E make up η, and a causal network can be
represented as a directed annotated graph: G = hη, θi.

1

Causal inference is a special kind of network inference. Network inference involves finding a model of η and θ. Typically, V is known but E and θ are not.
Pearl [78] is a leading expert in causal inference.
Causal inference unambiguously identifies causal relationships between components, based on subnetwork structure in a directed model. However, even if the
data is noiseless, causal inference cannot be performed in every situation.
For this reason, we will focus on general network inference. Such inference finds
an arbitrary member of the best-fitting equivalence class of models. An equivalence
class is the set of models which make identical predictions on the training data.
Although they are in the same equivalence class, two members may differ over
the direction of some edges. They may also “skip a generation” and directly relate
a grandparent component to the child instead of relating the child to its parent;
they can be different in other ways as well.
Despite these differences, identifying a model which is from the best-fitting
equivalence class is sufficient. This is because such a model can be used to guide
more direct experimentation which tests and verifies possible causal relationships.
This is often easier and more fruitful than trying to directly infer causal relationships from a network model.
Network inference is easier than causal inference, however it is still extremely
difficult. Traditional statistical techniques often give the most accurate answer.
However this answer will be contingent on their assumptions (e.g. Gaussian distributions) and such techniques are intractable for networks of any size. This means
that the heuristic approximations introduced by machine learning techniques are
necessary.
When the data being used to infer the network is corrupted by noise or partially
covered, previous research has found traditional statistical techniques to be even
more intractable and machine learning is even more essential. Covered data is
missing data.

1.1.2

Examples of Causal Networks in Biology

Genetic regulatory networks (GRN) are one kind of causal network. In a GRN,
v ∈ V are the genes in an organism, and E and θ are the regulatory relationships
amongst those genes. As well as giving you brown hair or blue eyes, genes also
regulate each others activity level. Historically, regulatory relationships were not
considered[6], but they have become increasingly central in modern research[50;
56]. Other biological networks, such as protein-protein networks and metabolic
networks[71] also exist, as do non-biological networks. In our program we focus on
applying the theoretical research to GRN inference and reserve other networks for
future investigation.

2

Biological network inference can assist research into an organism’s ontogeny
(i.e. it’s developmental cycle, from birth to death), suggest genetic engineering and
guide pharmaceutical research.

1.2

Goals

The central goal of our research program is to tractably infer detailed drafts of large
causal networks when the data from these networks is noisy and partially covered.
The decision to infer this class of model will be justified in chapter 4, when we
analyse the previous research and open questions in the field.
A model of a causal network is detailed when it may specify a unique regulatory
function for each factor. An undetailed model is one which assumes some factors
have identical causal relationships. For example, clustering the factors and then
inferring a model over the clusters creates an undetailed model.
A model is a draft if it uses simplifying assumptions which may not hold in the
underlying network. Examples of draft assumptions are fixing an arbitrary maximum degree in the network structure, or assuming some linearity in the regulatory
relationships. A final model does not make any such assumptions. Figure 1.1 shows
the relationship amongst these model classes.

detailed, final
⊂

⊂

undetailed, final

detailed, draft

⊂

⊂

undetailed, draft

Figure 1.1: Classes of model. This figure partially orders different classes of model.
If all of the models which can be represented by class C can also be represented in
class C ′ , then C ⊆ C ′ . If C ′ * C then C ⊂ C ′ .
3

Thus, the techniques that we will develop must meet two key criteria. Firstly, to
infer large networks, they must be more tractable than many modern bioinformatic
techniques1 . These current techniques have a different goal and are intractable on
networks with more than 15–20 genes.
Secondly, the most tractable traditional machine learning techniques do not infer
detailed models. For example, clustering does not, although it has been successfully
applied to group genes into causally related clusters (e.g.[39; 48; 88]). This means
that new techniques must be created or new ways of using existing techniques must
be found that tractably preserves their detailed nature.
We expect to achieve these goals by combining fuzzy[8; 108; 110; 112] and
Bayesian network [45] techniques in a novel way: fuzzy Bayesian networks (FBN).
Along with theoretical analysis of fuzziness, probability and fuzzy probability, this
will be the first major theoretical contribution of this DPhil and supports the
inference of detailed models.
We will also develop an integrated sequence of machine learning techniques (“a
pipeline”) which take advantage of the characteristics of FBN to perform tractable
detailed draft inference of large causal networks. An example of a pipeline that has
been successfully used in previous machine learning research uses gradient descent
to fine tune the best solutions found by evolutionary algorithms[94; 95; 118; 119].
Using a pipeline will also maximise the value of the noisy and partially covered
data.

1.3

Structure

The remainder of this transfer report is structured as follows:
§ 2 introduces GRN in more detail and summarises the relevant biological characteristics.
§ 3 introduces the machine learning techniques that will be used in this research.
§ 4 describes previous research done on inference of large GRN, using the techniques described in chapter 3. It will also analyse the gaps in this research.
§ 5 proposes a research program, summarises research already done and motivates
the particular techniques that are being developed.
§ 6 describes the GRN data sets that will be used in this research and summarises
GreenSim, a GRN simulator we have written.
1

For example, [53] is used on 5-, 9- and 20-gene networks, and [68] inferred a 10-variable
network

4

§ 7 summarises the contribution and objectives of this research in the context of
previous research. It also includes a research plan and contingencies.
Following these chapters, seven appendices are included:
A describes work done each month to date.
B is the full text of a paper presented in CIMA at ECAI. It presents our formalisation of FBN and outlines belief propagation in them.
C is the long paper version of our submission to the 2008 Oxford University
Computing Laboratory DPhil Student Conference. It provides further explanation of FBN and gives more in-depth examples of belief propagation in
FBN.
D presents our initial and in-progress work on the conceptual foundations of
fuzzy probability. This work is some way from completion but represents an
important theoretical aspect of our research on large causal network inference.
E is the full text of the technical report describing the GreenSim GRN simulator.
F describes our literature review[27], which we have published as a technical
report and submitted as a book chapter[29]. The full text is not included in
the transfer report due to its length (68 pages). Instructions for obtaining it
are provided in this appendix.
G is the abstract of a position paper which will be further prepared for submission to a machine learning journal as a letter. It identifies an argument which
is commonly misinterpreted and represents our wider appreciation of issues
in the field of machine learning. Instructions for obtaining the full text are
provided in this appendix.
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Chapter 2
Genetic Regulatory Network
Biology
This chapter summarises the key biological characteristics of genetic regulatory
networks. References include our technical report, [27], and a range of other publications, including [16; 21; 22]. Readers are referred to these publications for more
detail. For example, the biological details of gene regulation and transcription are
described in [27, section 2].
Section 2.1 of this transfer report describes the macro-structural characteristics
of GRN, and section 2.2 explains the common characteristics of individual regulatory relationships. Section 2.3 summarises the previous two sections, considers
prior knowledge and argues that an organism’s genome can be considered informationally complete.

2.1

Macro-Structural Network Characteristics

As described in chapter 1, a GRN can be modeled as a directed graph. When this
kind of model is used (as opposed to, for example, ordinary differential equations[7;
9; 22; 34; 39; 79; 80; 111]) several features emerge. These include edge distributions
(subsection 2.1.1), modules (subsection 2.1.2), and motifs (subsection 2.1.3).

2.1.1

Edge Distributions

A directed graph has a pair of edge distributions, one which specifies the probability
distribution over the number of outgoing edges (the out-degree) of each vertex, and
one which specifies the probability distribution over the number of incoming edges
(the in-degree) of each vertex.

6

As a result of their evolutionary origins, GRN are not random graphs with uniform edge distributions, nor are they rigidly hierarchical (and consequently fragile)
with, for example, Gaussian edge distributions.
Instead, GRN are scale free. In particular, biological research indicates that the
out-degree (kout ) follows a power law distribution across a wide range of organisms[5;
55].
On the other hand, the in-degree (kin ) is exponentially distributed[5] and some of
the differences between prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells are visible in this distribution. This is because prokaryotes tend to have exponential distribution parameter
µ ≈ 3 while eukaryotes have 4 ≤ µ ≤ 8[61].
Crucially, the value of µ does not impose any limit on the maximum in-degree,
max(kin ). This means that techniques which strictly limit kin to some arbitrary
constant (e.g. [92; 103]) compromise their explanatory value and may not be able
to infer some networks.

2.1.2

Modules

A module is a group of genes which are functionally related through their phenotypic
effects. As a consequence of the edge distributions, evolutionary selection (e.g.
convergence[100]) and biological processes (e.g. gene duplication[84]), genes which
are in the same module often share regulators and even regulatory functions. A
gene which is in multiple modules is often regulated by different genes for each
module[5; 52].
Modules have no characteristic size, and modules as small as 15 genes or as
large as several hundred have been identified[5]. Like kin , techniques which do not
take this range into account (e.g. [87]) will not be able to infer some networks.

2.1.3

Motifs

Motifs are described in extensive detail in [27, subsubsection 2.1.3]; this subsection
of the transfer report summarises them.
A motif is a subgraph pattern which is repeated more times in a GRN than would
be expected if a graph with its edge distributions were randomly connected[56].
Four motifs have been identified: the auto-regulatory motif [20], the feed-forward
motif [73], the convergence motif, and the cascade motif.
An auto-regulatory motif is where a gene regulates itself. A feed-forward motif
is a triangular pattern of three genes, i, j and h. If these three genes form a feedforward motif then it means that i regulates both j and h and that j also regulates
h[4]. In the cascade motif one gene is the root of an expanding tree of regulatory
relationships. Conversely, in the convergence motif, the distal regulatory effect of

7

a large number of genes converges on just one. Figure 2.1 is sourced from [27] and
provides visual examples of GRN motifs.

i
i
j
(a) Auto-regulation

(b) Feed-Forward
n1

n1

n4

n2

n3

n5

n6

h

n2

n3

n5

n6

n4

n7

n7

(b) Cascade

(c) Convergence

Figure 2.1: Network motifs in genetic regulatory networks. The auto-regulatory,
feed-forward, cascade and convergence motifs.

2.2

Micro-Structural Network Characteristics

Gene regulatory relationships can be very complex, and they are summarised in
more detail in [27, subsubsection 2.2.3] and [16; 22; 109]. One reason they are
complex is because the gene transcription and regulatory process has many stages,
and regulation may be affected in complex stochastic and non-linear ways at each of
these stages. Further, the cell type may also bias the range of regulatory functions in
subtle ways. For example, inhibitory relationships are more common in prokaryotes
than in eukaryotes[46]. This could be seen (loosely) as an example of “downwards
causation”[76].
In general, a gene can up-regulate (excite) or down-regulate (inhibit) another
gene, and it can do this weakly, strongly, or at any other level. The functional
8

nature of the regulatory relationship also varies widely. It may be linear, sigmoid or
logically piecewise and phenotypically dependent[109]. In general, gene regulation
is non-linear, although previous research[20] has linearly approximated it with some
degree of success.

2.3

Summary and Discussion

In general, we have assumed that gene expression data is informationally complete,
i.e. sufficient to infer an accurate model of the GRN. Although post-transcriptional
regulation may affect the expression data, as can various forms of noise (see chapter 6), these factors are analogous to hidden variables in a Bayesian network [40].
While explicitly considering them may reduce the functional complexity of the regulatory relationships, this benefit would be counter-balanced by the increased size
and complexity of the model[45, p. 29].
Tegner et al.’s [103] successful inference of a network with known post-transcription
regulation and protein-protein interactions using noisy gene expression data provides evidence that expression data is informationally complete.
Note that, we have not considered the inclusion of prior knowledge when doing
GRN inference. This will be clear when we describe our planned research in chapter 5. Although prior biological knowledge has been used in some past research
(e.g. [4; 9; 40; 80; 116]) we do not consider it. This is because the focus of our
research is on developing machine learning techniques for general inference of large
causal networks. Different prior knowledge could be incorporated in different ways
into different types of causal networks. Also using the somewhat naive approaches
used in past bioinformatic research would not be a general contribution to computer science. Extending and generalising these approaches would be a complete
program of research in its own right.

9

Chapter 3
Machine Learning for Causal
Networks
Three areas of research in machine learning are central to our proposed course
of research, which is causal inference in large networks. This chapter provides
the relevant background on fuzzy theory (section 3.1), clustering (section 3.2) and
Bayesian networks (section 3.3). Readers are referred to [27] for detail on other
areas of research relevant to causal inference.

3.1

Fuzzy Theory

The variables in machine learning are usually either intrinsically continuous or
intrinsically discrete. The temperature is an example of an intrinsically continuous
variable. Whether Alice could decode Bob’s message is discrete: either she did, or
she didn’t.
Understanding what a particular value means or how important it is usually
needs a lot of background knowledge. A temperature of 60 ◦C is extremely hot for
a summer’s day in England, but cold for a turbine engine.
A common way of making a variable which has a continuous value more comprehensible is to discretise it. For example, the temperature today may be discretised
into hot, tepid and cool according to a classification function. This is known as
a hard discretisation.
One problem with hard discretisations is that they discard information, and
values which are near the borders are often misrepresented. For example, all temperatures over 30 degrees may be discretised as hot, but this discretisation does
not distinguish between 30.1 ◦C and 60 degrees.
Fuzzy theory was developed by Zadeh [117] in 1965 as a way of addressing this
representational problem. Just as a continuous variable can be represented by a
10

classification function and the associated set of hard discretisations, a continuous
variable can also be represented by a set of fuzzy sets, and each fuzzy set has a
membership function associated with it. In our ECAI paper we refer to a fuzzy set
as a fuzzy value (FV). This is explained and justified in our in-progress work on
fuzzy probability (appendix D).
Given such a representation of the variable, a particular value for that variable
is represented by its values degree of membership (denoted µ, µ ∈ [0, 1]) in each
fuzzy set. This is calculated according to each fuzzy set’s membership function.
For example, rather than saying that 30.1 ◦C is hot, we could fuzzify the continuous value as [hot
P0.6 , tepid0.4 , cool0.0 ], where the subscripts denote µ in each fuzzy
set. Typically
µ = 1. Such a fuzzification concisely expresses the fact that
◦
30.1 C is quite hot, but not unreasonably so.
Although fuzzy variable states may increase the complexity of a machine learning problem relative to discrete values, this is counter-balanced by their greater
comprehensibility to people and some robustness in the face of noisy data.
Fuzzy values are particularly appropriate for cases where a variable cannot be
expressed as just one continuous value or a single discrete value. For example, a
child with two English grandparents, one German grandparent and a French grandparent is not just English or 0.5 English. Instead they are [eng0.5 , ger0.25 , f re0.25 ].
This is often the case when a variable represents an aggregate or average, as temperature and genealogy do. Readers are referred to appendix D for a more detailed
discussion.
Because of the way it naturally and comprehensibly represents many real world
phenomena, fuzzy theory has found wide use in artificial intelligence. Its uses
include clustering[8; 19; 59; 69; 108; 112], production system rule inference[101]
and causal network inference[10–12].

3.2

Clustering

A clustering algorithm is made up of a method and a distance measure. One use is
clustering for feature selection, which divides the features that specify each sample
into a smaller number of representative clusters.
Subsection 3.2.1 describes distance measures and subsection 3.2.2 describes some
types of clustering methods. Subsection 3.2.3 concludes by discussing covers and
biclusters, special types of clustering method. Although there has been a lot of
research on fuzzy clustering (e.g. [66] and above references) we do not discuss it
in this transfer report, to reduce its length. Unpublished reports[25; 26] with more
detail on fuzzy clustering are available upon request, and it is also discussed in our
technical report[27].
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3.2.1

Distance Measures

A distance measure is used to describe how similar (equivalently, different) two
samples are. A clustering method uses these distance measurements to group the
features into clusters.
The Euclidean distance (equation 3.1) and derivatives of it such as the Manhattan distance[58] and Mahalanobis distance[17; 67] are the most commonly used
distance measures.
v
uM
uX
dij = dji = t
(im − jm )2
(3.1)
m=1

A feature’s distance from a cluster may be calculated by its maximum, minimum, mean or median distance from a member of the cluster.
Mutual information is a a distance measure which uses the Shannon entropy[90]
or a variant of it to measure the similarity of two features. If two features are very
similar then, when you know one, learning the other will not give you much new
information, and the two features will be clustered together.

3.2.2

Types of Method

A clustering method can be either supervised or unsupervised, and it can either
partitionally or hierarchically cluster the data.
A supervised method uses some fixed number of fingerprints, which are specified before the method is executed. A fingerprint forms the nucleus of each cluster,
and features are clustered relative to them. An unsupervised method does not use
fingerprints, and the gene clusters emerge solely from the data. The number of
clusters is not necessarily explicitly defined in advance. For this reason unsupervised methods can be more useful when the characteristics of the data are not well
understood; supervised clustering may give better results or find the clusters more
quickly.
A hierarchical clustering method (e.g. SOTA[3], or Horimoto and Toh’s [48])
can be either agglomerative or divisive. In a divisive method all features are initially
grouped into one cluster, then the least similar features are iteratively broken off
into independent clusters. This results in a dendogram, a tree of clusters. The final
set of clusters can be determined using an inter- or intra-cluster validity criterion
on the tree. An agglomerative method is very similar but builds the dendogram
from the bottom up, rather than from the top down.
In a partitional method (e.g. C-means clustering[2; 65]) each feature is placed
into a cluster independently of the other features. Following this the cluster centres are updated and the process is iterated until cluster location and membership
12

converges. Most partitional methods are supervised; most hierarchical methods are
unsupervised.

3.2.3

Covers and Biclusters

In a classic clustering algorithm, a feature is placed into one and only one cluster. Likewise, while a fuzzy clustering algorithm may give a single feature partial
membership in several clusters, the feature’s membership across all clusters sums
to 1.
However, if a a feature can be a member of more than one cluster then the result
is a cover. This is a different use of the term “cover”. It is also used to describe
missing data points (subsection 1.1.1). Research on clustering covers includes [4]
and [91; 102]. Biclustering will be discussed shortly, [91; 102] are also examples of
biclustering algorithms.
In certain situations a cover may have advantages over a cluster. This is particularly true when a single feature may have total membership in more than one
group, as is sometimes the case in biological organisms (subsection 2.1.2).
For example, the gene X may regulate embryonic development in response to
external chemical gradients. It may also manage parts of the cell development
cycle[99] by regulating genes which control cell division and contribute to other
processes as well. If X is forced into just one cluster then any model inferred over
the clusters will be incomplete.
Another relatively modern technique is biclustering. A recent survey of biclustering for bioinformatics is [66]. Biclustering can be used on any data set in which
either the features can be grouped across samples, or the samples can be grouped
across features. Rather than clustering by either just the samples or just the features, a biclustering simultaneously selects a subset of the samples and a subset of
the features within those samples. The subsets are selected so that the features in
the selected samples are close to each other, and so that the samples are also close
to each other with respect to the selected features. In general, finding an optimal
biclustering is NP-hard[114].

3.3

Bayesian Networks

A Bayesian network (BN) is a factorisation of a joint probability distribution. A
joint probability distribution describes the uncertain state of a finite set of variables,
where a variable represents a factor, like the expression level of one gene.
Like a GRN, a BN can be formally represented as a directed graph, G = hη, θi,
where η is the set of variables (factors) and the edges (conditional dependencies)
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amongst them, and θ is the set of probability distributions, one for each variable.
Each θi ∈ θ is conditional on the parents of the variable i.

3.3.1

Dynamic Bayesian Networks

As explained in [27, subsubsection 5.4.1], a BN must be acyclic. However, many
causal networks are mutual. That is, A affects B, but B also affects A.
Consider a hidden Markov model [81] (HMM). Such a model can concisely represent an arbitrary number of time steps because it can be unfolded.
By representing the same underlying factor at time t and time t + 1 with two
different variables, cycles can be avoided. Because the distributions are stationary,
the model only needs to be unfolded one step, and likewise in a BN. An unfolded
BN is called a dynamic Bayesian network (DBN)[32; 75] and a hidden Markov
model (HMM) is a special case. Figure 3.1 provides an example.

j

h’

h

i’

i

j’

i

j

h

(a) A cyclic BN

(b) An equivalent, acyclic, DBN

Figure 3.1: A cyclic BN and an equivalent, acyclic, DBN. The prior network[32] is
not shown in this diagram. x′ is x’s temporal successor. This figure was sourced
from [27].

3.3.2

Learning Bayesian Networks

A wide range of techniques exist for inferring η and θ given observations of the
factors which underlie the variables. The observations may be noisy or incomplete,
i.e. partially covered. Readers are referred to [27, section 5.4], and also [45; 74] and
[32; 38] for an overview.
With certain assumptions and potentially noisy but entirely uncovered data, θ
can be calculated analytically. More generally, the same techniques can be used for
14

η and θ inference. Machine learning algorithms which can be applied to network inference include greedy hill climbing with random restarts[82], the EM algorithm[18],
simulated annealing[72] and Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)[43].

3.3.3

Bayesian Network Complexity

Unfortunately, Bayesian networks are plagued by algorithmic inefficiency, which
makes learning large BN very difficult. This is due to cycles in the underlying
undirected graph[14; 103]. DBN inference is even harder because the number of
variables is doubled[75]. This means that the average size of BN GRN models
(≈ 100) is much less than the number of genes in an organism (e.g. ≈ 6200 in S.
cerevisiae). However, even models as simple as a Boolean network are exponential
in max(kin )[61]. The problem of complexity is one that must be acknowledged and
considered.
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Chapter 4
Previous Research
There are three key areas of previous research that are centrally relevant to this
research program. Readers are referred to [27] for an in-depth review of the wider
field of GRN inference.
Section 4.1 describes the first, model inference for large GRN. Section 4.2 briefly
summarises some recent work using fuzzy logic to infer causal networks, and section 4.3 describes the use of BN and DBN to infer GRN. Section 4.4 concludes the
chapter and analyses some of the gaps in previous research.

4.1

Model Inference for Large Genetic Regulatory Networks

This section describes techniques used to infer models of large GRN. At the simplest level, a wide range of clustering techniques have been used to organise genes
into modules. Subsection 4.1.1 briefly describes some of these. Subsection 4.1.2
describes two other techniques that infer models of a large GRN. These models
are undetailed draft models (figure 1.1), but they are more specific than clustering
alone.

4.1.1

Clustering

A lot of research on clustering gene expression data has been done, and [27] (our
technical report) summarises some of this research. The research has used a mix
of hierarchical, partitional, supervised and unsupervised clustering methods. Past
research which has clustered gene expression data includes [4; 48; 87; 104]. Several
recent surveys of gene expression clustering include [3; 23; 89; 120]. Biclustering
has also been used for gene expression clustering, and [66] surveys this.
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Horimoto and Toh [48] note that clustering gene expression data seems appropriate and fruitful. They found that nearly 20% of gene pairs were similarly
expressed at a 1% significance level.
Algorithmic robustness in the face of noisy and missing data is important when
inferring GRN. Jiang et al. [52] considers these problems, and [107] outlines several
techniques for dealing with missing data.

4.1.2

Other Techniques

Two examples of research are summarised in this subsection. This is because they
appear to be the only examples of large GRN inference which do not just cluster
the genes into modules.
The first is the work carried out by Toh and Horimoto[48; 106], which clustered
2467 genes hierarchically and cut the dendogram according to a pre-specified maximum intra-cluster variance so that 34 clusters were formed. Following this, the
conditional regulatory relationships amongst the clusters of genes were identified
using a graphical Gaussian model.
This work is interesting because it is an example of a set of complementary
machine learning techniques arranged into a sequence and being used together to
find a better model than each technique could alone.
Bonneau et al. [9] describes the Inferelator, an algorithm that was used to
infer a large undetailed draft GRN for the Halobacterium NRC-1. Dimensional
reduction to make the problem tractable was achieved by specifying a list of 82
module regulators in advance and by biclustering the data and inferring bicluster
regulators.
Inferelator finds kinetic (difference) equations with floors and ceilings, as
simulated in GreenSim and GeneSim[115; 116]. Some regulatory non-linearities (no
more than second order) can also be recovered. Further, the algorithm can make
use of both time series and equilibrium gene expression data.
In general, Inferelator is interesting for two reasons. Firstly, like Horimoto
and Toh’s [48], it infers a more detailed model of the entire GRN than clustering
does alone. Secondly it can also incorporate non-linearities into its model. This
makes it a modern example that our research can be compared to.

4.2

Fuzzy Causal Inference

Recent work by Cao et al.[10–12] has used fuzzy logical networks (FLN) for GRN
inference. A FLN is a generalisation of a Boolean network [16; 54; 55; 61; 64; 92]
to one with fuzzy variable states. The same sorts of inference and analysis (e.g.
attractor basins) can be done for FLN as for Boolean networks.
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Like BNs and Boolean networks, a FLN can be represented by η and θ, where
each θi ∈ θ specifies a fuzzy logic function. A fuzzy logic function is analogous
to a Boolean logic function, such as A ∨ B ∧ C, but it uses fuzzy connectives
instead[93; 101; 117].
In one case[12], model inference using 115 time series data points for each gene
was carried out for 407 known cell-cycle genes from Schizosaccharomyces pombe.
The 407 genes were preprocessed and filtered so that only 286 genes remained.
Overall, 125 regulatory relationships were identified, of which 59 had been previously verified, 47 were novel and unknown and 19 were manually classified as
dubious.

4.3

Bayesian Networks for Genetic Regulatory
Networks

Relevant GRN inference research which uses BN falls into two key areas. The first of
these is the comprehensive project carried out at Duke university. Subsection 4.3.1
describes this research. The second is research which focuses on the sparse nature
of GRN, and includes work by Friedman et al. [33], Murphy [74] and Chan et al.
[13].

4.3.1

Duke University Inference of Songbird Singing

The research carried out at Duke University by Jarvis et al. (including [51; 96;
97; 115; 116]) is the most comprehensive program of GRN inference known to us.
The research spans GRN inference and neurological mapping. Due to technological
limitations the data is simulated using BrainSim[96] and GeneSim[115; 116], the
latter a precursor of GreenSim (section 6.2). DBN are used to infer models of the
GRN.
The simulated training data was interpolated to maximise its informativeness
and this was found to improve the quality of the inference. An influence score was
developed[116] to aid in easy understanding of inferred GRN. This allowed complex
relationships amongst pairs of genes to be characterised by a single number.
The work had two important weaknesses. Convergent motifs were not easily identified due to the small quantities of training data[51], and because only
simulated data could be used it is difficult to evaluate the inference algorithms
performance on biological data. Crucially, it is also intractable on networks with
more than 20–100 genes[96; 116].
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4.3.2

Sparse BN Algorithms

Friedman et al. [33] present an algorithm for learning a Bayesian network which
is sparse. A sparse BN is a network which is much closer to the empty (edgeless)
network than the complete (fully connected) network. The algorithm works by
heuristically restricting the search for a graph so that only the most Shannoninformative factors for the factor x are eligible to be parents of x. This candidaterestricted search is carried out iteratively and the set of candidates changes each
iteration.
Murphy [74] considers the related problem of data sparsity. Because there are
so few observations, relative to the dimensionality of the network to be inferred, the
problem is under-constrained. This means that there will not be a single best model,
and when there is such a model is not likely to be right. One way of addressing
this is by approximately integrating over the model space. Murphy outlines this
integration over networks in their report.
Finally and most recently, Chan et al. [13] manually selects 16 genes known to
be relevant and uses SBL[105], a Bayesian technique “designed to sparsify model
parameters”[13] to infer a set of ODEs amongst the 16 genes.

4.4

Conclusion and Analysis

In general, it is clear that BN (primarily DBN) have been successfully used for
causal network analysis, especially of GRN. Furthermore, fuzzy techniques have also
been found to have a number of advantages. Stochastic and differential equation
models cannot be as large as Bayesian models. FLN and Boolean networks have not
been much larger[27] and do not possess the advantages of Bayesian approaches,
such as statistical rationality and the capacity for rigorous causal inference[78].
Network inference has been one of two types. In the first type, undetailed models
are found by clustering the data. Sometimes a more specific (still undetailed) model
is found by inferring relationships amongst the clusters.
In the second type, smaller, more detailed models are inferred using a subset of
genes already known to interact or act as module regulators. For example, most
BN and DBN research infers networks of less than 100 genes (S. cerevisiae has more
than 6000), and even Cao et al.’s [12] work only considered networks of N ≤ 300.
Artificially restricting the search in this way is often necessary, however it intrinsically biases the results and is unhelpful when there is no prior knowledge to
guide the inference. Even though Inferelator[9] may seem a counter example, it
is important to remember that it also needed a pre-specified list of 82 module regulators and that it found undetailed module-regulatory relationships, not detailed
gene-regulatory relationships.
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Thus, the unrestricted inference of large causal networks remains an open research question. Furthermore, the need for it is made clear by the recent development of algorithms like Inferelator[9] and the wide range of specialised clustering
algorithms which have also been used.
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Chapter 5
Proposed Approach
This chapter summarises the proposed program of research in my DPhil. Section 5.1
gives an overview of the program, and sections 5.2–5.3 describe some of our initial
work. Section 5.4 summarises the motivation and contribution.

5.1

Overview of Proposed Approach

The core goal of this research is the development of techniques for inferring large
causal networks. As noted in section 4.4, previous research has been either intractable on large GRN, or created models which are not detailed.
Research by Toh and Horimoto [106] and Bonneau et al. [9] represent important attempts to address this problem, and use an integrated sequence of machine
learning techniques (a pipeline) to infer more specific models of large networks than
previous research. However the resulting models are still undetailed, as defined in
section 1.2. This is because the dimensional reduction discarded information about
the factors and treated them identically.
For this reason, we suggest the following pipeline:
1. Preprocess the data.
2. Find a fuzzy cover over the data.
3. Infer a fuzzy Bayesian network (FBN) over the covers.
4. De-fuzzify the covers to obtain a detailed draft model of the complete network.
The data can be preprocessed and normalised so that it has, for example, mean
0 and is log2 transformed. Furthermore, genes (factors) which do not vary much can
be removed before finding a fuzzy cover. This is because it would be very difficult
to determine which other genes they regulate, or which genes regulate them[23; 99].
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Following this, a fuzzy cover of the data can be found. A fuzzy cover is a
clustering which allows a gene to be a member of more than one cluster. This
is a different use of the term “cover”; it is also used to describe missing data.
Unfortunately the terms is used in both ways in the literature. Because it is a
fuzzy cover, a factor can be a partial member of more than one cluster, and the
factor’s total membership in clusters does not need to sum to 1. The motivations
for using a cover and other essential characteristics of it are detailed in the next
section, section 5.2.
Next, an FBN amongst the covers could be inferred to determine the macrostructure of the network. This will not be significantly more complex than inference
of a classic Bayesian network and can use the same techniques with only minor
modification.
Finally, the covers could be linearly de-fuzzified to provide a detailed draft
of the complete network. Because a detailed draft model has been found to guide
further (final-type) inference, standard techniques such as regression and correlation
analysis could now be applied and represent the natural next step.

5.2

Fuzzy Covers

Clustering and covering algorithms are an enormous field of research in their own
right. Rather than developing an entirely new algorithm in this area we will select
and modify an existing algorithm.
The algorithm that we use should be a cover rather than a cluster because any
one gene can play multiple roles, even within a single phenotypic process, and it is
usually regulated by different genes for each of these roles[4; 48].
So that it is as appropriate to the problem as possible, the selected method and
distance measure should also possess a number of characteristics.
Because the covers should be defuzzifiable, the selection of the distance measure
is very important. In particular, since the FBN inference process will specify the
same regulatory function for every member of the cover before de-fuzzification, it is
important that the members of a cover are all positively correlated. This suggests
the Pearson correlation or the Jackknife correlation[52] as the distance measure.
Defuzzification could be achieved by taking a membership-weighted sum of the
regulatory functions for the covers a gene has non-zero membership in.
The pipeline will be most general and useful if the clustering is unsupervised.
This is because supervised clustering often requires substantial prior knowledge
about the network.
The method should also be robust in the face of noise (the magnitude of the
noise is not clear, [57] and [23, p. 14865]) and covered data. For that reason the
data must be preprocessed or the method must handle missing data robustly.
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In the most general case it would also be important to consider the fact that a
gene which is in more than one module may have different regulators in different
phenotypic contexts. This means that the effect of some regulators could be inconsistent and contradictory and suggests biclustering the training data, as was used
in [9]. However, because we are using time series data from the cell development
cycle, as is discussed in section 6.3, this consideration should not be relevant.
These factors and potential algorithms are discussed in more detail in another
unpublished report we have written [26].

5.3

Fuzzy Bayesian Networks

Readers are referred to our ECAI paper ([30] or appendix B) and our 2008 Oxford
University DPhil Student Conference submission (appendix C) for a full introduction to the formalisation of FBN. Subsection 5.3.1 describes what a FBN is,
subsection 5.3.2 broadly explains model inference for FBN, and subsection 5.3.3
introduces the notation we have developed1 . Appendix D goes on to introduce
our conceptual work on fuzzy probability. This theoretical work is initial and still
in-progress, but it is becoming an essential foundation for fuzzy Bayesian networks.

5.3.1

What is a Fuzzy Bayesian Network?

A FBN is just a Bayesian network with variables which have fuzzy states (section 3.1). These states are simultaneously uncertain as well. Such a network combines the advantages of a fuzzy representation and Bayesian networks.
Furthermore, the formalisation that we have developed allows all existing BN
inference and learning algorithms to be used on FBN. Although belief propagation
in a FBN has different and subtle considerations compared to a classic BN, a key
advantage of our formalisation is that most existing research can be transparently
reused on FBN.
Note that FBN are independent of the pipeline described in section 5.1. Although such a pipeline may be necessary for large causal network inference with
FBN, a FBN can be used for any problem which can be conceptualised as having
fuzzy variable states.

5.3.2

Fuzzy Bayesian Network Inference

Because FBN are a generalisation and modification of classic BN, all existing BN
inference techniques can be used with only trivial modification for FBN.
1

Note that the notation used for probability distributions [30] is subtly different and less clear
than the notation described in appendix C and this chapter.
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Techniques for BN inference are summarised in [27] (our technical report) and
discussed in more detail in [32; 38] and [45; 49]. BN inference is also mentioned in
subsection 3.3.2. This subsection outlines the general process and the relationship
to the training data, described in chapter 6.
FBN inference consists of searching for a good model. Typically a model with
random η and a corresponding θ is generated as a starting point. Any search
algorithm can then be used. These include hill climbing[82], expectation maximisation[18], simulated annealing[72] and Markov Chain Monte Carlo[43] (MCMC).
Each of these is summarised in the associated references and [27].
While searching, a prospective model must be scored relative to the previous
model. A wide range of scoring methods exist, including the likelihood of the data
given the model, the posterior probability of the model given the data[115], and
approximations and reformulations of the posterior, such as the Bayesian Information Criterion[86; 115; 116] (BIC), the minimum description length[37; 62], and
the Local Criterion[45]. These are explained in the associated references; they and
others are also summarised in [27].

5.3.3

Fuzzy Bayesian Network Notation

A FBN combines fuzzy knowledge of a variable state with uncertainty. Although
these two properties of a variable may look similar they are distinct and cannot
be mixed. For example, if a variable represents a committee, then a committee in
which no one can make up their mind is very different from a committee in which
half of the people are absolutely fixed on A and half of the people are absolutely
fixed on B.
Similarly, there is a difference between diving into a pool that is a 50-50 mix of
boiling water and ice water, and diving into a pool that has a 50% chance of being
boiling water and a 50% chance of being ice water.
For this reason we have developed notation for multinomial FBN that ensures
they remain visually distinct. A variable’s degree of membership (µ) in a set of
fuzzy sets (fuzzy values) is denoted using square brackets and µ is subscripted. For
example, equation 5.1 denotes a variable X which has 0.3 membership in fuzzy
value hi and 0.7 membership in fuzzy set mid.
X = [hi0.3 , mid0.7 ]

(5.1)

A multinomial probability distribution (PD) is denoted using curly brackets, and
the probability of each value is subscripted. For example, equation 5.2 specifies a
PD. A sample from this PD has a 0.2 probability of being lo, a 0.3 probability of
being mid and a 0.5 probability of being hi.
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Y = {lo0.2 , mid0.3 , hi0.5 }

(5.2)

Finally, a variable may be simultaneously fuzzy and uncertain. This is denoted
by combining the notation for fuzzy sets and PDs, and treating µ-annotated PDs as
fuzzy sets whose value varies probabilistically. For example, equation 5.3 specifies
the fuzzy state of Z.
Z = [hi0.3 , {lo0.2 , mid0.4 , hi0.4 }0.7 ]

(5.3)

Although the question of fuzzy probability is very complex (see appendix D)
we have assumed that samples from a FPD in FBN are monolithic, i.e. made up of
just one value, and that the associated variable has the same µ in the sample as it
does in the FPD.
This means that we know that Z will be either [hi0.3 , lo0.7 ] with probability 0.2,
[hi0.3 , mid0.7 ] with probability 0.4, or [hi0.3 , hi0.7 ] = [hi1.0 ] with probability 0.4.

5.4

Summary

In conclusion, the key advantage offered by FBN over previous approaches is as
a part of a synergistic inferential sequence which uses a fuzzy cover to reduce the
dimensionality. However, they may also bring the advantages of a fuzzy representation to the inference of small networks.
Furthermore, FBN can easily take advantage of previous BN search and scoring
techniques.
Bayesian networks are fast becoming a standard model representation and have
a number of advantages, including maximising the value of the training data and
a capacity for modeling non-linear systems.
The key hypothesis that this research will test is the value of combining these
two techniques and the applicability of the combined formalisation to the inference of large causal networks. It will also consider the theoretical and conceptual
foundations of fuzzy probability for FBN.
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Chapter 6
Data
Chapter 5 outlined the machine learning techniques which we will use to address
the problem of large network inference, and some of the theoretical considerations.
This chapter describes the data sets that we will use to evaluate and validate them.
Section 6.1 summarises the kind of data which is available. Section 6.2 very
briefly summarises our GRN simulator GreenSim, and section 6.3 describes the
biological data sets we will use in our research.

6.1

General Characteristics

Four kinds of data can be used to infer GRN. These are gene expression data,
perturbation experiments, phylogenetic data and biochemical data[27, subsection
2.4].
Perturbation data is a special type of expression data. Unfortunately it is difficult to get meaningful experimental quantities of perturbation data, unless the
organism is already well understood. Phylogenetic data and biochemical data is
not currently available in the quantities or forms necessary to support machine
learning. Some bioinformatic research has combined this data with expression data
(e.g. [4; 40; 113]). However, such research has always been aimed at finding an answer to a single biological question. As with prior knowledge, we will not consider
using multiple types of data in our research. This is because we aim to develop
general machine learning techniques and then illustrate their applicability to problems in bioinformatics, rather than to answer particular bioinformatic questions.
Using prior knowledge in a general and principled way is also a substantial research
problem in its own right.
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6.1.1

Gene Expression Data

Gene expression data measures how frequently a gene is transcribing protein. As
transcription activity cannot be measured directly, the concentration of mRNA is
used as a proxy.
As described in section 2.3, previous research suggests that non-perturbation
expression data is informationally complete for GRN inference. This is despite any
biological noise[77], technical noise[57] or post-transcriptional regulation.

6.1.2

Time Series Gene Expression Data

Gene expression data is discussed extensively in [27]. For several reasons, we have
selected time series gene expression data.
Time series gene expression data is expression data collected as a cell undergoes some phenotypic process, such as the cell development cycle[99], glycolysis
metabolism[87] or amino acid metabolism[4]. The data is usually calculated from
some mutant genotype which allows the process to be arrested by a change in phenotypic contexts. This allows microarrays to be done at particular sequential points
in time.
An advantage of time series expression data is that the temporal arrow shrinks
the size of the equivalence class which we infer. The temporal arrow provides
information, and this means that fewer models fit the data.
In addition, genetic regulatory networks can be exceptionally complex[24]. Regulatory relationships are often non-linear and can be conditional Boolean functions
as well[88]. See also chapter 2. These factors combine to make inference of the
complete regulatory function in all phenotypic contexts exceptionally difficult. By
using time series data we ensure that the data comes from one or a small number
of phenotypic contexts. This should reduce the conditional Boolean nature of the
function and simplify the problem to one of non-linear function inference with noisy
and missing data. Biclustering[27; 66] is one data pre-processing technique which
could be used in the general case.
The specific biological data sets which have been sourced are described in section 6.3. The next section, section 6.2, summarises GreenSim.

6.2

Simulation with GreenSim

This section summarises GreenSim (the “GRN Simulator”). Data simulation is
necessary to test and to validate the machine learning techniques across a suitably
wide range of situations. Readers are referred to the associated technical report
(appendix E or [28]) for more detail.
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GreenSim is written in MatLab and is modular and easily customisable. In
addition, in light of the discussion in section 6.1 and chapter 2, it has been designed
to be as biologically accurate as possible.

6.2.1

Architecture

The simulation of a GRN can be divided into four stages:
1. Graph generation
2. Function generation
3. Sample generation
4. Sample corruption
These stages are described in the four following subsections. General functions
that allow networks and sets of samples to be written and read from disk are also
included in GreenSim.

6.2.2

Graph Generation

The first stage in simulating a GRN is generating a realistic network structure, i.e.
the unannotated edge matrix which specifies the causal potency of each gene. This
is done in three steps.
First, the in-degree of each gene (the number of other genes it is regulated by)
is sampled from a geometric distribution. Second, the out-degree of each gene (the
number of other genes it regulates, possibly including itself) is determined. This
results in two sets of half-edges.
In the third step the in half-edges and the out half-edges are matched. Because
the out-degree distribution is a power law it can be linearly scaled so that there are
an equal number of in and out half-edges.
This generates realistic modules and motifs; they are discussed in [4; 20; 27; 28;
56; 73]. An example of a network is shown in figure 6.1. Networks of 104 genes can
be generated with GreenSim.

6.2.3

Function Generation

Although past simulators (e.g. GeneSim[115; 116] and Kyoda et al.’s [60] unnamed simulator) have been essentially linear1 , GreenSim incorporates general non1

As noted by Alexander Hartemink in personal communication following the development of
GreenSim, the capped minimum and maximum expression levels for each gene introduce nonlinearities in the edge cases.
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Figure 6.1: A GreenSim network. This figure shows an example of a 1000 gene
network, generated by GreenSim[28]. Networks with as many as 104 genes can be
easily generated. This example shows a realistic distribution of module size and
the existence of motifs and other features, as discussed in chapter 2.
linear regulatory relationships as well. GreenSim could be seen as an extension of
GeneSim. Readers are referred to the technical report (appendix E or [28]) for
detail.
The regulatory effect of one gene or one pair of genes is selected uniformly at
random from some range (e.g. [−0.2, 0.2]), where positive values represent excite29

ment and negative values represent inhibition, and the magnitude is the strength of
the regulatory relationship. No single gene or pair of genes can affect the expression
level of another gene by more than this in one time step.

6.2.4

Sample Generation

Using some column vector with one entry in the range [0, 1] for each gene, users
can draw n samples from the network with an increment of δ regulatory steps in
between each sample. Because the range of the regulatory effect (subsection 6.2.3)
is also parameterised, users can combine different regulatory ranges and different
values of δ to simulate a range of realistic data collection technologies. Biological
noise and its effect on expression levels is also simulated.

6.2.5

Sample Corruption

Once a sample has been generated it can be corrupted with technical noise. GreenSim
models three kinds of technical noise: value noise, spot noise and span noise. These
types of noise are described in more detail in [28] (appendix E).

6.3

Biological Data

Three different sets of time series data sets have been selected for use in this research. Each describes the cell development cycle (CDC) of either Saccharomyces
cerevisiae or Schizosaccharomyces pombe, two species of yeast.
The CDC is a series of phases that a eukaryotic cell goes through as its DNA is
duplicated and the cell reproduces. Understanding the CDC is important to fully
understand the characteristics of a number of diseases, particularly cancer[83].
Subsection 6.3.1 further justifies the selection of this kind of biological data set
and species. Subsections 6.3.2–6.3.4 describes each of the data sets, and subsection 6.3.5 summarises their overall characteristics.

6.3.1

Advantages of Yeast

A key advantage of yeasts is that they are very well studied model organisms.
This means that primary literature can be used to validate the effectiveness of new
research techniques on biological data. Furthermore it also means that data sets
are more plentiful. This allows more informed analysis and comparison.
Yeast is such a well studied organism because it is single-cellular but eukaryotic. Eukaryotes are more complex than prokaryotes, and all multicellular life is
eukaryotic. Eukaryotes usually have more complex regulatory functions.
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For these reasons, yeast data sets represent an ideal source of data to validate
new research into machine learning for regulatory and causal network inference.

6.3.2

Eisen

The classic Eisen et al. [23] data set consists of 6 S. cerevisiae time series. S.
cerevisiae is known as “budding yeast”. This is because it often reproduces through
sporulation. Sporulation is a meiotic (recombinative) process which produces a
daughter cell of smaller size than its parent.
The time series in Eisen et al. [23] are as follows.
• cdc-α. An example of the mitotic CDC. Samples were placed within the
CDC using α factor arrest. This data set has 18 samples (time points).
• cdc-15. An example of the mitotic CDC. A mutant CDC 15 was used to
control the percent proportion of the CDC (pCDC ) that had been completed
at the point of each sample. This data set has 25 samples spanning a period
of 280 minutes.
• Elutriation. Of the CDC. This data set has 14 samples evenly spread across
6.5 hours.
• cln-3 and clb-5 induction. Brief snippets of the CDC when the expression
levels of cln-3 or cln-5 are artificially perturbed. This data set has one cln-3
sample at 30 and 40 minutes and one clb5 sample at 40 minutes.
• Sporulation. Gene expression levels as the cell undergoes meiosis. This
time series is actually three separate series: 7 samples (11 hours), 3 samples
(9 hours) and 3 samples (unknown, this sub-series is based on the period of
ndt80, which controls exit from meiosis). Of these only the first series appears
to have any substantial positive correlation between samples. For this reason
we suspect inference over the others would be very difficult.
• Diauxic Shift. When a cell metabolises sugars it concentrates on the most
easily metabolised sugars (such as glucose) first. As it transitions to metabolising the other sugars there is a pause while the cell transcribes enzymes for
their metabolism. This is the diaxuic shift. This time series has 7 samples
across a range of of presumed-sequential concentrations of glucose, from 19.0
g/L to 0.0 g/L.
Each of these data sets is for 6220 genes. The gene expression values are presented as the log2 of the ratio of the expression in the experimental condition versus
the expression of the gene in a neutral control condition[23].
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6.3.3

Spellman

Like the Eisen data set, the Spellman et al. [99] data set has four main time series
from the S. cerevisiae cell cycle:
• cdc-15. A temperature sensitive cdc-15 mutant was used to collect 24 samples over a 4 hour, 50 minute period. Samples were taken once every 10–20
minutes.
• cdc-α. An initial sample of cells was suspended by removal of the α factor.
Following its reintroduction, one sample was taken every 7 minutes for just
under 2 hours. In total, 18 samples were taken.
• Elutriation. 14 samples were collected using elutriation, one every 30 minutes during the CDC.
• cdc-28. The Cho et al. time series is detailed in [15] and included in Spellman. This time series used temperature-arrested cdc-28 to pause the CDC
while samples were taken. 17 samples were collected, one every 10 minutes.
This means that the samples span nearly two complete cycles.
Although the full data set includes data from 6177 genes, Spellman et al. aimed
to identify genes involved in the CDC. Through correlative analysis they were able
to reduce the number of CDC genes to 800. Cho et al. [15] carried out a similar
reduction.
Spellman et al. [99] also investigated cell cycle regulatory response to cln-3p
and clb-2p and found that more than half of the 800 correlative genes responded
to perturbations in one or both of these proteins.
Each time series and the cln-3p and clb-2p experiments were normalised so that
the log2 of the ratio for each gene to itself over all samples had mean 0. Aberrant
data values (data values where the temporal neighbours were both at least 3 times
as large or at least 3 times as small) were covered during pre-processing.

6.3.4

Rustici

The Rustici data set[35; 83] is the CDC of Sch. pombe. The CDC of this species
is particularly interesting as a contrast to the more widely used S. cerevisiae.
In comparison, Sch. pombe shows evidence of greater post-protein transcription
regulation[83]. This means it is an important test case for the strength of expression data-only regulatory inference and the informational completeness of expression data. Because protein transcription occurs after mRNA creation, inference
of S. cerevisiae and Sch. pombe is equally vulnerable to other hidden pre-protein
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transcription regulatory effects that occur after the mRNA has been synthesised
(and measured by microarray technology).
Sch. pombe is also known as “fission yeast”. This is because it reproduces
almost solely through the elongation and mitosis of a single Sch. pombe rod which
divides the original cell into two equal daughter cells. As noted in subsection 6.3.2,
S. cerevisiae reproduces primarily through a process known as sporulation. This
difference is another reason Sch. pombe is very interesting.
There are 5 time series in the Rustici data set. Samples were taken every 15
minutes over a period of several hours for each time series, and the samples were
time-indexed by pCDC . This was calculated in 3 cases using elutriation and in
the other 2 using a temperature-sensitive cdc-25 mutant to arrest the cell cycle.
The mutants allow for more accurate identification of pCDC , however the changing temperatures and lengthened cell cycle may have introduced artifacts into the
data[83].
Expression levels were preprocessed so that each gene had σ 2 = 1 across all
experiments and mean log2 x = 0. Each elutriation time series contains two cell
cycles, as does one of the cdc-25 time series. The other cdc-25 time series has only
one.
Table 6.1: The Rustici et al. [83] data set. It is unclear which cdc-25 data set has
only cell division cycle in it.
Time Series
cdc-25 (1)
cdc-25 (2)
Elutriation (1)
Elutriation (2)
Elutriation (3)

Number of Genes
4540
4702
4433
4605
4476

pCDC Range Number of Samples
71–261.14
19
63–249.13
18
78–258.38
20
69–254.06
20
57–254.92
20

Cao [11] further post-processed this data set by restricting their inference to
just the 407 known cell cycle regulators and by combining the data sets to produce
a series of 115 samples. In addition, genes with too many missing samples were not
considered. Genes without sufficient variation in the normalised range of expression
and genes with unusually large spikes that may have been a consequence of noise
were also eliminated.

6.3.5

Summary

The Eisen and Spellman data sets are becoming benchmark standards which new
machine learning and bioinformatic techniques can be evaluated against. Further33

more, the underlying species (S. cerevisiae) has the advantages described in subsection 6.3.1. For this reason these data sets represent a very good initial application
of the proposed machine learning research.
The Rustici data set is also particularly valuable as it is from a related but
different species. This means that performance on this data set will provide further
information about the general strength of the proposed machine learning research.
Most of the time series are also of the standard cell division cycle. Hence,
multiple time series can be combined and we can be confident that the regulatory
functions are singular, rather than a complex logical combination of several different
functions.
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Chapter 7
Discussion
This chapter summarises the transfer report, presents a work plan and discusses
contingency plans. Section 7.1 summarises the expected research contributions.
Section 7.2 gives a month-by-month work plan and section 7.3 briefly outlines contingencies.

7.1

Contributions and Objectives

The key goal and contribution of this research is to tractably infer detailed drafts of
large causal networks in the face of noisy and partially covered training data. This
is an important and general problem in machine learning, with particular immediate applicability to bioinformatic problems. Currently, and despite a substantial
review of the literature, there appear to be no techniques which infer a detailed
(component-by-component) draft model of large networks.
Our formalisation of FBN combines the complementary strengths of fuzzy techniques and Bayesian networks and is the first major theoretical contribution. It illustrates how the strengths of these two complementary techniques can be tractably
combined. Our theoretical analysis of fuzzy probability should provide a solid foundation for this formalisation, and the analysis may be applicable to other research
areas as well.
The development of an integrated sequence (a pipeline) for unsupervised causal
network inference represents the second major theoretical contribution. We aim
to show how clustering and FBN can be used together to address new and more
difficult problems.
We will illustrate the practical utility of these theoretical contributions by inferring large GRN. Even the most modern research (e.g. Bonneau et al.’s [9]) uses
supervised clustering, requires substantial prior knowledge and does not employ
dimension reduction techniques which allow detailed model inference. Thus, we see
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practical solutions to this kind of problem as a major open question in machine
learning.

7.2

Work Plan

Table 7.1 provides a tentative month-by-month breakdown of work to be done in
the proposed course of research. This plan includes a two month “safety buffer”.
The proposed course of research described in this transfer report could be extended in several ways. Further use of standard techniques on sub-graphs of the
de-fuzzified FBN are necessary to maximise the value of the draft network. The
principled inclusion of prior knowledge for any particular causal inference problem
is also a valuable open area for future research. Analysis of FBN inference sample
complexity[1; 31; 44; 63; 85] would be a valuable theoretical contribution.
In addition, the theoretical techniques have obvious applications to other kinds
of biological networks (potentially including hyper-graphical chemical reaction networks) and more general areas of machine learning and causal inference. The
development and evaluation of fuzzy HMM for natural language processing is one
such area.
Further exploration of these areas after the completion of the DPhil would be
essential to maximise the value of the contributions outlined in this report.

7.3

Contingency Plans

Although it is difficult to identify potential problems in advance, some elements of
this plan are more risky than others.
If time was running short then focus could be maintained on the theoretical
contributions, rather than on the application of the research to biological data sets.
Similarly, if the best available clustering algorithm is insufficient, then more
focus would be placed on the modification and development of a novel clustering
algorithm. This is unlikely to be necessary as several clustering algorithms have
already been identified as likely candidates[41; 42; 47; 89].
Should the work take much less time than expected then the sample complexity
of FBN would be valuable to analyse.
Finally, note that the expected strength of FBNs is that they synergistically
make large network inference tractable, therefore they may not perform as well as
a discrete or continuous model on all small networks.
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Table 7.1: Month-by-month work plan. Paper submission and writing is in italics.
Timespan
September
October

Proposed Work
Update and submit appendix G; holiday
Implement FBN belief propagation and FBN inference
in MatLab; submit expanded [30] to JHIS (invited to
submit).
November
Finish implementing FBN inference, submit theoretical
fuzzy probability research to UAI
December
Evaluate FBN on small simulated networks; holiday
.
January 2009 ..
February
Write paper on FBN inference; holiday
March
Select and implement candidate clustering algorithms
April
Write paper on clustering algorithm; holiday
May
Evaluate large FBN on simulated data
..
June
.
July
August
September
October
November
December

Write paper on FBN inference of simulated data
Apply FBN inference to biological data (small GRN);
holiday
Apply FBN inference to biological data (large GRN)
..
.

Evaluate FBN inference; holiday
.
January 2010 ..
February
Write paper on FBN inference of biological data
March
Write final thesis; holiday
..
.
April
..
May
.
..
.
June
July

August
September

There will probably be a month lost revising papers
based on referee’s feedback over the course of the research.
Buffer for overruns
..
.
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Appendix A
Summary of Work To Date
This appendix gives a month by month breakdown of work and research done so
far.
• October 2006
– Bioinformatics course with Jotun Hein, Geoff Nicholls
– Intelligent Systems I course with Stephen Cameron
– Weekly Systems Biology seminars with Tom Melham and others
– Initial background reading on GRN
• November 2006
– Bioinformatics course with Jotun Hein, Geoff Nicholls
– Intelligent Systems I course with Stephen Cameron
– Weekly Systems Biology seminars with Tom Melham and others
– Initial background reading on GRN
• December 2006 to November 2007
Health problems (RSI) meant that I suspended my studies and returned to
New Zealand during this period. Because of these problems my ability to do
any work was very limited.
– Read about GRN inference, molecular biology
• December 2007
– Read about and considered the application of computational learning
theory (COLT) to fuzzy systems and GRN inference
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– First draft of Ockham’s Razor/Bayesian statistics paper (appendix G).
• January 2008
– Worked on Ockham’s Razor/Bayesian statistics paper
– Continued to investigate COLT for BN and noisy data
• February 2008
– Reading and discussion group with Jotun Hein, Aziz Mithani
– Read and summarised fuzzy clustering, past research into combination
of fuzzy theory and Bayesian networks
– Machine Learning course with Vasile Palade
• March 2008
– Selected biological data sets
– Established working relationship with Joanna Davies, Eleni Giannolatou
– Drafted formalisation of FBN
– Machine Learning course with Vasile Palade
– Considered clustering to preprocess for FBN in more detail
• April 2008
– Published CS-RR-08-04 (“Machine Learning and GRN literature review”)
– Learnt MatLab
– Wrote GreenSim, a GRN data simulator
– Began GreenSim technical report
– Assisted Davies, Hein with Gaussian Processes article
– Attended Conceptual Foundations of System Biology seminar series
– Started working on FBN paper
– Contacted Paul Cao (Oberlin), Jing Yu (Duke), Alexander Hartemink
(Duke) on matters relating to my research
• May 2008
– Completed and published FBN paper (CIMA at ECAI)
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– Completed and published PRG-RR-08-07 (“GreenSim: A Genetic Regulatory Network Simulator”)
– Distributed GreenSim to Hartemink, Yu and received feedback.
– Reading groups (sporadic) with Davies, Hein, Miklos
– Seminar series: Conceptual Foundations of Systems Biology (CFSB)
with Eric Werner and others
– Demonstrator, Imperative Programming II
• June 2008
– CFSB seminar series, focused on antireduction
– Rewrote and submitted CS-RR-08-04 as a chapter in “Foundations of
Computational Intelligence”
– Demonstrator, Imperative Programming II
• July 2008
– Presented FBN in CIMA at ECAI; attended ECAI
– Organised “Learning” discussion group with Andras Salamon
• August 2008
– Began working on “Fuzziness, Probability and Fuzzy Probability”
– Submitted “Belief Propagation in Bayesian Networks: A Worked Example” to the DPhil student conference
– Installed BNT in MatLab, began considering how to extend it for FBN
• September 2008
– Completed transfer report
– Began working on “Fuzziness, Probability, and Fuzzy Probability: A
Conceptual Analysis” (appendix D).
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Appendix B
Belief Propagation in Fuzzy
Bayesian Networks
The paper included below was accepted after peer review at the Combinations of
Intelligent Methods and Approaches Workshop (CIMA), at ECAI 2008 in Patras,
Greece. The conference took place between the 21st and 25th of July, 2008.
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Belief Propagation in Fuzzy Bayesian Networks
Christopher Fogelberg1 and Vasile Palade and Phil Assheton2
Abstract. Fuzzy Bayesian networks are a generalisation
of classic Bayesian networks to networks with fuzzy variable
state. This paper describes our formalisation and outlines how
belief propagation can be conducted. Fuzzy techniques can
lead to more robust inference. A key advantage of our formalisation is that it can take advantage of all existing network
inference and Bayesian network algorithms. Another key advantage is that we have developed several techniques to control the algorithmic complexity. When these techniques can
be applied it means that fuzzy Bayesian networks are only
a small linear factor less efficient than classic Bayesian networks. With appropriate pre-processing they may be substantially more efficient.

1

Introduction

Modern machine learning research frequently uses Bayesian
networks (BNs)[6; 7; 15; 16]. However, BN inference is NPcomplete due to cycles in the undirected graph[4], and belief
propagation is exponential in the tree-width of the network.
This makes them difficult to use for large problems.
Fuzzy[3] and hybrid fuzzy systems[11; 13] are also frequently used. In a fuzzy system, a variable’s state is represented by a set of fuzzy values (FVs). Because fuzzy systems
do not force a model to artificially discretise a continuous underlying state they are often more robust in the face of noise.
To date there has been very little research into BNs with
fuzzy variable states. What there is has centred around the
use of fuzzy approximations to perform inference and belief
propagation in a hybrid BN [1; 12]. A hybrid BN is one where
the parameters are a mix of continuous and multinomial distributions.
This paper’s key contribution is a formal generalisation of
classic BNs to fuzzy Bayesian networks (FBNs). In a FBN
the variables can have fuzzy states. The paper also describes
tractable belief propagation over FBNs. An important advantage of the presented formalisation is that existing inference algorithms (e.g. MCMC, simulated annealing) can be
used without modification. Furthermore, FBNs may be only
a small linear constant less efficient than classic BNs of the
same size, and appropriate pre-processing may make some
problems which were intractable for classic BNs tractable for
FBNs.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents a
fuzzy Bayesian network which will be used as an example.
Section 3 introduces some notation (subsection 3.1), and
1
2
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presents belief propagation for variables with one parent (subsection 3.3) and for variables with multiple parents (subsection 3.4). Section 4 analyses the algorithmic efficiency of FBNs
and how it can be controlled. Section 5 outlines an important
bioinformatic domain where FBNs may be especially useful,
and section 6 concludes the paper.

2

A Fuzzy Bayesian Network

The structure of the FBN that is used as an example in this
paper is shown in figure 1. Call this FBN G = hη, θi, where η
denotes the structure of G and θ its parameters.
For clarity of presentation, G is a multinomial (discrete)
BN. However, the formalisation generalises easily and transparently to continuously-valued FBNs and hybrid FBNs.
The relevant conditional distributions of G are shown in
figure 2. D’s distribution is not shown and we will later assume
a state for D with no loss of generality.
Because we have restricted the differences between BNs and
FBNs to belief propagation, the specification of a FBN and a
BN are identical.

3

Belief Propagation

Belief propagation in a Bayesian network involves calculating the updated probability distributions of variables in the
network, given θ and the observed states of other variables.

3.1

Some Notation

The terminology and notation is as follows. A variable has a
state, either a fuzzy state (FS) or a discrete state (DS).
A fuzzy state is made up of one or more components, and
each component is annotated with the variable’s degree of
membership (µ) in that component. For example, equation 1
is an example of a variable (S) with two components. It has
membership 0.7 in the component hi and membership 0.3
in the component mid. hi and mid are examples of values
that the variable can take. When annotated with µ they are
referred to as fuzzy values (FV). The set of all possible values
(fuzzy values) that a variable can take is the range of that
variable, e.g. hi, mid, lo.
S = [hi0.7 , mid0.3 ]

(1)

In general, the components of a variable’s state are enclosed
in square brackets. A discrete state is just a special case of
a fuzzy state. Discrete states have just one component with
µ = 1, and the square brackets andP
µ subscript can be omitted
in this situation. We assume that c∈C µc = 1 for a FS with
C components and have not considered other situations.

A

B

C
E
D

Figure 1.

→A

A = lo
0.7

The fuzzy Bayesian network G, used as an example in this paper.

A = mid
0.1

fuzzy probability distribution (FPD). Samples are drawn from
a FPD in the same way that they are drawn from a PD.
However, a variable with membership µ in a FPD can only
have µ proportion of its state determined by that FPD; a
sample from a FPD will have the same µ as the FPD does.
For example, a sample from {0.2, 0.1, 0.7}0.2 will be one of
lo0.2 , mid0.2 or hi0.2 , and each of these components will be
drawn with probability 0.2, 0.1 and 0.7 respectively.
This means that the state of a sample from the uncertain
variable T (equation 2 will be some member from the set
[lo[0..0.8] , mid[0.2..1] , hi[0..0.8] ] and the distribution over members in this set is determined by the two FPD and one FV
which make up the fuzzy state of T .

A = hi
0.2

(a) θA , A’s prior distribution
A→B
A = lo
A = mid
A = hi

B = lo
0.6
0.1
0.1

B = mid
0.2
0.1
0.2

B = hi
0.2
0.8
0.7

(b) θB , B’s conditional distribution
B→C
B = lo
B = mid
B = hi

C = lo
0.1
0.1
0.7

C = mid
0.1
0.8
0.2

C = hi
0.8
0.1
0.1

3.2

The full and general analysis of FBNs would also consider unrestrictedPinteractions amongst components in a fuzzy state,
allowing
µ 6= 1 and so forth. In this article we make a number of linearising assumptions which make FBN belief propagation cheap, relative to the cost of full general propagation.
They also greatly aid the clarity of the presentation in the
space available. Furthermore, these assumptions are reasonable and do not restrict the general utility of FBNs. However
it is important to make them explicit. The assumptions (and
consequently the nature of full general propagation) will be
briefly summarised in this section; a more general discussion
is forthcoming.

(c) θC , C’s conditional distribution
C, D
C = lo
C = lo
C = lo
C = mid
C = mid
C = mid
C = hi
C = hi
C = hi

→E
D = lo
D = mid
D = hi
D = lo
D = mid
D = hi
D = lo
D = mid
D = hi

E = lo
0.6
0.1
0.1
0.6
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.8

E = mid
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.6
0.6
0.2
0.2
0.1

E = hi
0.2
0.8
0.8
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.7
0.7
0.1

3.2.1

θ for G. The conditional distributions of A, B, C and
E.

Just as a component can be a value from the range of
a variable, e.g. hi, a component can also be a probability
distribution (PD). PD are denoted with curly brackets, e.g.
{hi0.3 , mid0.2 , lo0.5 }. Because the value associated with each
subscripted probability is implicit in the tuple order the value
names can be omitted: {0.3, 0.2, 0.5}.
An example of a fuzzy state which mixes values and probability distributions is shown in equation 2.
T = [{0.2, 0.1, 0.7}0.2 , {0.1, 0.8, 0.1}0.6 , mid0.2 ]

Assumption: Total Membership

P
µ=
As noted above and in subsection 3.1, we assume that
1. This is our first linearising assumption, and it can be conceptualised as follows. A variable’s degree of membership in
each of its |C| components forms a |C|-dimensional fuzzy state
space. If the variable has no uncertainty (no component is an
FPD) then |C| will be the same as the variable’s range. Even
if a FS has 0 membership in some of its range those
P values are
still part of the state’s FSS. By assuming that c∈C µc = 1,
we restrict our attention to a smaller |C| − 1 dimensional subspace. This subspace constrains the degrees of membership
in each component in a cyclically conditional way on the degrees of membership in the other components. This assumption simplifies the combination of components of fuzzy states
in subsection 3.4.
For example, if a FS has membership 0.5 in the value hi
its membership in the values lo and mid in the FSS are constrained to be in the range [0, 0.5]. Furthermore, its membership in lo and mid mutually constrain (in this case define, as

(d) θE , E’s conditional distribution
Figure 2.

Assumptions

(2)

A PD which is annotated (subscripted) with µ is called a
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This definition of a FPD could be generalised so that µ
could vary independently but was fixed for each of the r possible samples that could be drawn from the FPD. Call this
a slightly general FPD (SGFPD) and call the FPD defined
in subsection 3.1 a standard FPD. An SGFPD would specify
a single point in an r + r dimensional space, where r of the
dimensions are the probability of each value and the other r
dimensions specify the µ of a sample of each value. Just as the
first r dimensions specify a p-space, the second r dimensions
specify a µ-space. An example of such a space is given diagrammatically in figure 4, and it is used to contrast a SGFPD
with a standard FPD.
An example of an SGFPD might be “there is a 0.2 probability of drawing a sample of hi, and any sample of hi will
have µ = 0.3, and there is a 0.3 probability of drawing a sample of mid, and any sample of mid will
P have µ = 0.5, and. . . ”
and so forth. The assumption that c∈C µc = 1 for a state
could be relaxed if SGFPD were used.
After considering figure 4 it will be clear that SGFPD could
be further generalised so that the µ of any sample also varied
probabilistically, conditional on the value (hi, mid, etc.) of
the sample. Such a general FPD (GFPD) would be an r +
r dimensional probability distribution over the joint µ and
range of the variable. We believe that this represents the most
general kind of inference and belief propagation in a FBN.
Such inference is intractable and we do not consider it in this
paper.
In summary, the assumptions which we have made substantially reduce the dimensionality of belief propagation and are
necessary for it to be tractable. However, more general FBNs
with GFPD do not have these restrictions; their utility will
be considered in a forthcoming publication.

there are no other values in the range) each other. Figure 3
illustrates the impact of the first assumption on the FSS for
a fuzzy state with two components.

Membership in A

1

0

Membership in B

1

Figure 3. Imagine a fuzzy state with two components, A and
B. Such a state would have a two-dimensional FSS, as in this
figure. Without restriction, the state’s degree of membership in
each component could P
be specified by any point in the FSS.
However, we assume that c∈C µc = 1. Therefore its membership
in components A and B must be specified by some point on the
dashed line.

3.2.2

Assumption: Component Independence

We also make two further assumptions about FBN during
belief propagation. The first is that components are independent. This means that when a variable has only one parent
then its state will have one component for each component
its parent has, and these components will have the same µ
as the corresponding parent’s component. For example, the
children which have S (equation 1) as their only parent will
have two components in their FS, one with µ = 0.7 and one
with µ = 0.3.
When a variable has more than one parent then the components of the parents will be mixed and combined before
propagation. This is described in subsection 3.4. Because we
assume independence, the child’s fuzzy state will have one
component for each component in the mixed and combined
parent set, and each of the child’s component will have the
same µ as the corresponding component in the parent set.
It will also be clear that we assume independence when we
describe how the parents’ components are mixed and combined in subsection 3.4.

3.2.3

3.3

Single-Parent Belief Propagation

Assume that observations indicate A = [mid0.2 , hi0.8 ] in G.
With this information we can calculate the updated distributions on B and C.
Because A has an observed (certain) FS and is B’s only
parent the components of B’s updated FS can be read from
θB . This shows that:
B = [{0.1, 0.1, 0.8}0.2 , {0.1, 0.2, 0.7}0.8 ]

(3)

The FS over C is calculated similarly. Just as each of the
fuzzy values in A lead to a weighted FPD in the FS of B
the same occurs for C, and C = [α0.2 , β0.8 ]. The weighted
distributions α and β are calculated using standard BN belief
propagation, based on the conditional distribution of B. This
is shown in equations 4, 5 and 6.

Assumption: FPD Samples

The third assumption implicit in this model is the assumption
that a sample from an FPD with µ = x will be a single fuzzy
component with µ = x. Although natural and intuitive we
do not believe that this is automatically entailed, thus we
explicitly assume it.
Consider an uncertain variable with a range of r in a standard (discrete) Bayesian network. Its state will be a probability distribution which specified a single point in the r dimensional probability space (p-space).
Now consider this variable in a FBN. Any uncertainty in
its state will be represented by an FPD component with some
µ. As described in subsection 3.1, a FPD is just PD with a
fixed (0 dimensional) µ associated with it.

α

p(C|B = lo)

=

{0.1, 0.1, 0.8}

p(C|B = mid)

=

{0.1, 0.8, 0.1}

p(C|B = hi)

=

{0.7, 0.2, 0.1}

=

{0.1, 0.1, 0.8} × 0.1 + {0.1, 0.8, 0.1} × 0.1 +

=

{0.01, 0.01, 0.08} + {0.01, 0.08, 0.01} +

=

{0.58, 0.25, 0.17}

(4)

{0.7, 0.2, 0.1} × 0.8
{0.56, 0.16, 0.08}
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(5)

Membership in B

p(B)

1

Membership in A

0

1

p(A)

Figure 4. Assume a variable with a range (r) of 2 (A and B). Each point in the 2 dimensional p-space (left hand side)
P could be
considered an index into a 2 dimensional µ-space (right hand side), as diagrammed. All proper probability distributions ( p = 1) fall on
the dotted dashed line in the p-space. The µ-space that is indexed by some point in the p-space could be unique to that point. In a
standard FPD, the µ-space is reduced to a single point on the dashed line and that point on the line in the µ-space is specified precisely
by the µ of the FPD. Because any sample from a standard FPD, regardless of its value, will have the same µ, r of the dimensions are
eliminated. In addition, we assume that an FPD has a proper probability distribution. In total, these reduces the dimensionality from
r + r to r − 1. In a SGFPD the µ-space would also be reduced to a single point, but any point in the µ-space would be a valid reduction,
so an SGFPD with a proper distribution over the values still has r + r − 1 dimensions.

β

=

{0.1, 0.1, 0.8} × 0.1 + {0.1, 0.8, 0.1} × 0.2 +

=

{0.01, 0.01, 0.08} + {0.02, 0.16, 0.02} +

In the naive approach to belief propagation the Cartesian
product of the parents’ FS is used to find all possible combinations of components. µ for each one of these combinations
is calculated using the product t-norm[2]. Any other fuzzy
conjunction (normalising µ where
Pnecessary) could also be
used. Because we assumed that
µ = 1 holds for each of
the parents
though,
using
this
fuzzy
conjunction guarantees
P
that
µ over the child’s components will also equal 1 and no
normalisation is necessary.
For example, if we use the first components of C and
D ({0.58, 0.25, 0.17}0.2 and {0.45, 0.30, 0.25}0.3 , respectively,
equation 8) then standard Bayesian propagation and using
the product t-norm to calculate µ shows that one member of
E’s updated FS is:

{0.7, 0.2, 0.1} × 0.7
=
=

{0.49, 0.14, 0.07}
{0.52, 0.31, 0.17}

(6)

The calculated FS for C is shown in equation 7.
C = [{0.58, 0.25, 0.17}0.2 , {0.52, 0.31, 0.17}0.8 ]

3.4

(7)

Multi-Parent Belief Propagation

Subsection 3.3 illustrated belief propagation in a FBN when
a variable has only one parent. This subsection shows naive
FBN belief propagation in the case of a variable with multiple
parents. Section 4 outlines several more nuanced approaches
which address the problems with naive propagation.
Take the calculated value of C, and assume a fuzzy state
for D (equation 8). What is the updated fuzzy state of E?
C

=

[{0.58, 0.25, 0.17}0.2 , {0.52, 0.31, 0.17}0.8 ]

D

=

[{0.45, 0.30, 0.25}0.3 , {0.1, 0.8, 0.1}0.7 ]

α = {0.3165, 0.2189, 0.4647}0.06

The full FPD for E will have four members, one for each
member of C × D (equation 10, below). For clarity, the calculated α from equation 9 has not been substituted into this
equation.
E = [α0.06 , β0.14 , γ0.24 , δ0.56 ]

(10)

In general a variable with k parents that each have an FS
with m components will have an updated FS of size mk . Assuming all variables have k parents, the grand-children will
k
have updated FS of size mk , and so forth. This is the fuzzy
state size explosion (FSSE), and it makes naive belief propagation in a FBN intractable.

(8)

Any combination of components, one from each parent, can
be used to calculate an updated probability distribution for a
variable. However, this raises the question of how to combine
and weight each combination of component distributions in
the parent FSs to calculate an updated FS for the child.
Because the parents are conditionally independent given
the variable being updated3 , any particular combination of
PD and observations can be summed over, as one was in each
of equations 5 and 6. The summed over combinations became
components of C’s updated distribution.
3

(9)

4

Dealing with Complexity

There are several ways that the explosion in the complexity can be controlled by approximating the FS. This section discusses four kinds of control. The bimodal fuzzy state
X = [{0.9α , 0.1β }0.5 , {0.1α , 0.9β }0.5 ] is used as an example in
several places in this section. Such a variable could represent

And also given their updated state and the acyclic nature of the
graph
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an accurate reflection of the full FS, thus φ-dynamic selection
may be more appropriate in some cases.

a committee of two in which the committee members (components) hold diametrically opposite beliefs about the outcome
of some future event.

4.1

4.3

Linear Collapse

Another way of controlling the FSSE is to calculate the full
FS of each variable during belief propagation. However, before using the full FS to update the state of its children, its
components could be clustered so that FPD which specified
similar distributions were combined together.
For example, the FS [. . . , {0.7, 0.2, 0.1}0.3 , {0.6, 0.3, 0.1}0.2 , . . .]
might cluster to [. . . , {0.66, 0.24, 0.1}0.5 , . . .].
Because the clustering problem would only have as many
dimensions as the range of each FPD, we speculate that a
simple fixed-k clustering algorithm like k-means would work
very well.
Although this approach is more complex than selection or
linear collapse, the total increase in complexity in belief propagation would be related to and bound by the maximum indegree and range of a variable.

A first approximation that addresses the FSSE is to linearly
collapse a FS that is made up only of FPDs, immediately
after they are calculated. Each component can be weighted by
its fuzzy membership and they can be summed to calculate
a single, discrete, PD. For example, B (equation 3) can be
collapsed as shown in equation 11. Collapsed FS are denoted
with a prime.
B

=

[{0.1, 0.1, 0.8}0.2 , {0.1, 0.2, 0.7}0.8 ]

′

=

{0.1, 0.18, 0.72}

∴B

(11)

However, this approximation is unsatisfactory: it conflates
probability with fuzziness and may change the expected value
of the variable. Although it may be approximately correct in
some circumstances, a simple thought experiment will show
why it is insufficient.
Consider the bimodal FS X. The expected sample from X
is X ′ = [α0.5 , β0.5 ]. Although this sample does not reflect any
of the uncertainty in X it does reflect the bi-modality (indecision) of the variable (committee) as a whole. Subsection 4.4
returns to this approach.
If X is linearly collapsed though then X ′ = {0.5, 0.5}. No
sample drawn from this PD can be half α and half β. Important information in X has been lost. Although further belief propagation will not be biased if this variable is summed
over4 , there is no way to compare the linearly collapsed value
X ′ with any observed value for X when trying to evaluate the
quality of an inferred network.
Other approximations to the naive approach have been developed. They are discussed in the next three subsections.

4.2

4.4

Consider again the full (naive) FS of E, reproduced in equation 12.
(12)

Some of the components barely contribute to the overall
state and will not have a substantial influence on any children
either. Such components could be ignored, and the remaining
components could have their µ normalised. For example, if
just the top three components of E were used then the updated FS would take the form:
E = [β0.149 , γ0.255 , δ0.596 ]

(13)

The number of components retained could be either kcomponent strict selected or φ-dynamically selected. In the
former case, the top k components would be selected. In the
latter, the
P |C| components with greatest µ would be selected
so that c∈C µc > φ. Strict selection would mean that FBNs
were only a small linear factor less efficient than classic BNs
of the same size. However, the top k components may not be
4

Expected Values

A fourth kind of control is inspired by particle filtering and
the Condensation algorithm[9]. The general sequential Monte
Carlo (SMC) method will be outlined first. Although this
approach is not as efficient as others it is applicable in all
cases and is strictly correct.
Consider X. An infinite sequence of independent samples
drawn from this uncertain fuzzy state will take something like
the form [α0.5 , β0.5 ], [α0.5 , β0.5 ], . . . , [α1 ], [α0.5 , β0.5 ]. . . and so
forth.
The properties of this sequence are identical to those of
the fuzzy state, and a long-enough finite sequence will be a
good approximation to it. For example, 100 samples could
be drawn from X. Each of these samples could then be used
to propagate the uncertain state of X to X’s children. The
relative efficiency of this technique compared to clustering
depends on the range and kmax of the variables, but in certain
situations it may also be better.
As noted in subsection 4.1, the expected value of a variable
is easily calculated analytically. For example, the expected
value of X is [α0.5×0.9+0.5×0.1 , β0.5×0.1+0.5×0.9 ] = [α0.5 , β0.5 ].
Doing this expectation calculation is analogous to summing
over or numerically integrating a probability distribution, and
we call it fuzzy integration. Like clustering the impact on efficiency of fuzzy integration depends on the range and kmax .
This approach is very similar to linear collapse but it has
a number of key advantages. Firstly, like linear collapse, it
does not bias any further belief propagation. This is untrue
of selection and clustering. Secondly, the expected value X ′
which is the result of this fuzzy integration can be meaningfully compared with observed values of X when performing
network inference. In many cases, users are only interested in
the expected (integrated) value. In these cases the expected
value of a FS is ideal.

Strict and Dynamic Top Fuzzy
Combinations

E = [α0.06 , β0.14 , γ0.24 , δ0.56 ]

Clustering the Fuzziness

5

A Bioinformatic Domain

Inference of large genetic regulatory networks (GRN) is a central problem in modern bioinformatics. However, algorithmic complexity has limited detailed inference using BNs[6;

Due to the use of the product t-norm.
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15; 16] to N / 100 genes[5]. Approaches which can be applied to larger numbers of genes include modern clustering
methods[10] and the inference of graphical Gaussian models
over clustered gene expression data[8; 14].
FBNs suggest a novel approach to detailed exploration of
large GRN. Such a methodology generalises to the inference
of other large causal networks as well.
If the data is pre-processed by using a fuzzy cover algorithm the dimensionality of the problem may be reduced by
an order of magnitude or more. This could lead to an exponential reduction in the algorithmic complexity which would
more than offset any increase caused by the fuzzy state size
explosion and its collapse.
A fuzzy cover is a clustering algorithm which covers the
data, rather
P than clusters it. In a fuzzy cover, a variable (gene)
can have c∈C µc > 1, where C is the set of covers that the
algorithm finds.
Inference over the covers is performed using a standard algorithm to find a virtual GRN. Using the retained µc for each
n ∈ N and c ∈ C, most of the original fidelity can be recovered
after the inference has been performed by linearly devolving
and normalising the network of covers back down to a network of genes. The synergistic use of dimension-reduction and
FBNs are what we believe will be most useful.
The authors are using this approach (fuzzy covering, FBN
inference, FBN devolution) to infer and explore large genetic
regulatory networks. With fuzzy clustering and FBNs we expect to be able to perform more detailed exploratory inference
for N ≈ 1000.

6

Contributions and Future Work

This paper has presented a new formalisation which combines
fuzzy theory and Bayesian networks. Because of the way that
it extends classic BNs, all existing algorithms, tools and machine learning techniques for classic BNs can be used immediately with FBNs.
Several techniques for tractably propagating fuzzy beliefs
across a FBN are also described. Using these techniques, previously used BNs can be assigned fuzzy variable states and
updated accordingly. This means that existing networks, often learnt only after substantial effort, can be easily reused.
Furthermore, the difference in BN and FBN efficiency with
sensible fuzziness collapse may be as little as a small linear
constant in some circumstances. This means that there are
few disadvantages to using FBNs instead of BNs.
The possibility of integrating FBNs into a machine learning pipeline which involves dimension-reduction and network
devolution also suggests that the inference of larger causal
networks will be possible using FBNs.
Future research may uncover more efficient methods for integrating, clustering or otherwise collapsing a FS. In addition,
the authors plan to present an even more generalised formalisation which relaxes the assumptions made in subsection 3.2.
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Appendix C
Fuzzy Bayesian Networks — A
Worked Example
This appendix contains the long version of the paper which has been submitted
to the 2008 Computing Laboratory DPhil Student Conference for peer review. It
includes a second discussion of FBN and contrasts belief propagation in classic BN
and fuzzy BN, using this contrast to highlight the differences and strengths of FBN
as a model representation.
The 2 page abstract submitted to the conference is available online at:
http://syntilect.com/cgf/pubs:fbn-example.
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Belief Propagation in Fuzzy Bayesian
Networks: A Worked Example
Christopher Fogelberg
September 13, 2008
Abstract
Fuzzy Bayesian networks (FBN) are a model representation for
machine learning techniques. They are graphical structures with variables that are simultaneously fuzzy and uncertain.
Although very similar to classic discrete or multinomial Bayesian
networks (BN), and able to take advantage of existing BN techniques
and algorithms, belief propagation in a FBN is different and can be
too slow on some graphs. Propagating expected values effectively addresses this problem. Because the variables are simultaneously fuzzy
and uncertain it can also be confusing. In this paper we summarise
fuzzy Bayesian networks and provide examples of forward propagation, backward propagation and explaining away for the same classic
BN and FBN.
By comparing, contrasting and interpreting classic BN and FBN
side by side, belief propagation in FBN is made clearer, and the
strengths of FBN over classic BN in certain situations are also highlighted.

1

Introduction

Fuzzy Bayesian networks (FBN) are a graphical machine learning model representation with variables which are simultaneously fuzzy and uncertain[3].
This paper describes the formalisation of FBN, introduces our notation,
touches on the conceptual foundations and illustrates belief propagation in
FBN.
By doing this it reifies FBN belief propagation and makes the formalism
easier to understand. Further, it illustrates the advantages and expressivity
of FBN in certain situations. We briefly extend this contrast to discuss
1

the interpretation of fuzzy variables, and what it means for a variable to
be simultaneously fuzzy and uncertain. Readers are referred to the original
paper[3] and current (in progress) research[2] for a more detailed discussion
of these questions.

1.1

Motivation

Bayesian networks[5; 7; 12; 14] (BN) are commonly used in machine learning.
This is due to their statistical rationality, capacity for rigourous causal inference, and robustness in the face of noisy, partially missing and realistic data.
They are also more easily human-interpretable than other machine learning
representations such as neural networks, and experts can specify prior knowledge in a principled manner to guide the machine learning search. A wide
range of search algorithms have been developed for structural and parameter inference, including structural EM[4] and MCMC. Classically, Bayesian
networks use continuous (Gaussian) or multinomial variables.
Similarly, a fuzzy model has a wide range of advantages. Fuzzy models
are also robust in the face of noise-corrupted data. The use of linguistic
terms aids human comprehension of the learnt model, and they are particularly useful when the data is insufficient to formulate a precise model. The
need to specify membership functions also forces the designer to consider
the semantic interpretation of the model parameterisation and construction
more explicitly.
For these reasons, FBN (which combine these advantages) may be useful.
Theoretical analysis in current research[2] also indicates that fuzzy variables
can be more expressive than multinomial or continuous variables. Further,
FBN may be used as part of an integrated sequence of machine learning
techniques that include reversible dimensionality reduction techniques such
as fuzzy cover clustering algorithms. This may allow larger problems to be
addressed with FBN than with classic BN.

1.2

Structure

Section 2 summarises fuzzy Bayesian networks. Section 3 presents a Bayesian
network (its structure and parameters) for classic and fuzzy BN. Forward
propagation on this network is shown in section 4, back propagation in section 5, and explaining away in section 6.
Section 7 summarises the differences in belief propagation over a classic
BN and over a fuzzy BN, and discusses how the results can be interpreted.
This highlights the strengths of FBN as a model representation.
2

Variables in this paper are denoted with capital letters. A variable has a
state, which for a Boolean variable is either the value true or the value false.
All variables are Boolean and the discrete state of a variable is denoted with
a lower case letter, e.g. A = true and a are equivalent, as are A = f alse and
¬a. By extension, p(a) denotes the probability that A = true, and p(A) is
the probability distribution over A.

2

What is a Fuzzy Bayesian Network?

A Bayesian network is a graphical model of the probabilistic dependencies
among a set of variables. A FBN is a Bayesian network which has fuzzy
variables. Classically, a variable’s states may be either discrete (multinomial)
or continuous. This section introduces the essential elements of our work, and
readers are referred to the original paper[3] for a more complete presentation.
It is important to note that fuzziness and probability are distinct. Previous research which has combined fuzziness and BNs has arbitrarily mixed
them, using fuzziness as an approximation so that intractable problems can
be tractably approximated[8; 10]. Although other mathematical research
has also considered the rigourous unification of fuzziness and probability[13],
ours appears to be unique in that it explicitly maintains the distinction while
considering them simultaneously.
Our formalism consists of two key elements. First, there is the conceptual
unification (subsection 2.1) and notation for multinomial probability distributions and fuzzy variables (subsection 2.2). Secondly, there are the fuzzy
uncertainty semantics (subsection 2.3) and how this and the conceptualisation affects belief propagation (subsection 2.4).

2.1

A Conceptual Overview of FBN

The two most important ideas in FBN are simple:
• A variable in the network may be simultaneously fuzzy and uncertain.
• Uncertainty and fuzziness are not conflated.
Importantly, a FBN may have the same structure and parameters as a
classic BN. In fact, a classic BN that has been learnt can have fuzzy beliefs
propagated over its variables without modifying the structure or conditional
distributions1 .
1

Depending on the nature of the relationship between the underlying variable and the
fuzzified state though, the previously learnt conditional distributions may not be optimal.

3

A fuzzy BN differs from a classic BN only in the type of its variables, and
in how belief propagation is conducted. This means that algorithms such
as structural EM [4], MCMC [6] and the junction-tree algorithm[9] for belief
propagation in graphs which aren’t polytrees can be used, and they only
need to be slightly modified to take FBN belief propagation into account.
We do not consider network inference in this paper. Belief propagation is
summarised in subsection 2.4, and sections 4–6 show some examples. Subsection 2.2 introduces the notation we use to express the formalisation and
describe belief propagation.

2.2

Some Notation

To facilitate clear presentation, we need to be able to denote the state of
a fuzzy, observed variable differently than the state of a discrete, uncertain
variable or the state of a fuzzy, uncertain variable.
2.2.1

Fuzzy States

A fuzzy state is denoted with square brackets surrounding its components.
Each component is one of the fuzzy values 2 , that the variable can take on and
is subscripted by the variable’s membership in that fuzzy value. For example,
C = [f0.3 , t0.7 ] says that C has 0.3 membership in false and 0.7 membership
in true. This might denote that it was cloudy for 0.7 (70%) of the day, and
not cloudy for 30% of the day.
If we use lower case letters to denote the discrete states true and false
then c = [t1 ] and ¬c = [f1 ]. The types of relationships shown in equation 1
also hold amongst fuzzy states.
[f0.3 , t0.6 , f0.1 ] = [f0.4 , t0.6 ] = [t0.6 , f0.4 ]
2.2.2

(1)

Probability Distributions

We consider BN with multinomial variables, and denote probability distributions (PD) with curly brackets. Each element of the range of a PD (usually
the same range as the variable) has its probability subscripted. For example,
a sample from the probability distribution {lo0.4 , mid0.5 , hi0.1 } is lo 40% of
the time, and mid or hi 50% and 10% of the time, respectively.
2

Classically referred to as fuzzy sets, and analogous to the values that a multinomial
variable may take on, e.g. hi, mid, lo, or true and f alse.
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2.3

Fuzzy Probability Distributions and Mixed States

We also need to be able to denote a fuzzy probability distribution and sample from it, and a variable which is fuzzy, partially uncertain and partially
observed. The notation given in subsection 2.2 is extended to denote this.

2.3.1

Fuzzy Probability Distributions and Sampling

A fuzzy probability distribution is an uncertain component of a fuzzy state.
Just as we annotate an observed (certain, definite) component of a fuzzy
value with the state’s µ in that value (e.g. f0.3 ) we annotate a component
probability distribution with a µ value, and this represents the state’s certain
membership that probability distribution, e.g. [. . . , α = {f0.4 , t0.6 }0.5 , . . .]
As discussed in our current research[2], there are several ways of sampling
from a probability distribution over a fuzzy variable. With FBN, we have
adopted the convention that a sample from a FPD is only and entirely one
value, and each value is drawn with its associated probability. For example
f0.5 will be drawn as a sample from the FPD α 40% of the time, and t0.5 will
be drawn 60% of the time. These are the only samples which could possibly
be drawn from α.
Note that this approach relaxes the tight interdependencies amongst the
fuzzy values. Consider a variable with membership in the fuzzy values hi,
mid and lo. Usually its membership in mid would also define its membership in hi and lo, and vice versa. However this is not necessarily true of a
fuzzily uncertain variable. We do not consider the theoretical implications
further in this paper, but refer interested readers to our unpublished note[2]
which indicates that it increases the expressive power of a variable in certain
situations.

2.3.2

Mixed States

Mixed states combine the notation for FPD and fuzzy values and represent
variables which are partially observed and partially uncertain. For example,
a sample from the partially observed state C = [f0.3 .t0.6 , {f0.2 , t0.8 }0.1 ] will
be [f0.4 , t0.6 ] with probability 0.1, and [f0.3 , t0.7 ] with probability 0.8. If C
denotes a cloudy sky this might denote having observed the sky for 70% of
the day, or an incomplete and uncertain weather forecast. We further discuss
the interpretation of fuzzy states in section 7.1.
5

2.3.3

Implicit Assumptions in Fuzzy Uncertainty

To summarise, note that we have made three assumptions for FBN, and two
are relevant to FPD. Firstly, a variable’s membership in its set of fuzzy values
always sums to 1, and the sampling strategy we have adopted maintains this.
Secondly, FPD samples are monolithic; a sample from a FPD will only be of
one value.

2.4

Belief Propagation in FBN

Belief propagation in FBN is very similar to belief propagation in classic
BN, and the examples provided in sections 4–6 will be clearer than a formal
explanation. However, this section highlights the third key assumption we
have made to make FBN inference tractable, and explores the consequences
of that assumption for belief propagation to variables with multiple parents.
The third assumption is that components within a variable don’t interact
during belief propagation. Thus if C = [f0.3 , t0.7 ] then the first component
(f0.3 ) is propagated through the conditional distributions of C’s children
exactly as in classic BN belief propagation without regard to the remainder
of C’s components, and C’s child will have µ 0.3 in the result of propagating
f0.3 .
The second component is propagated in a similarly independent way,
which means that all variables which only have C as a parent will have two
components in their updated state: one with membership 0.3 and propagated
according to the C-value f , and one with membership 0.7 and propagated
according to the C-value true.
If a variable has more than one parent, and if its parents each have more
than one component, then we need to combine the parent’s components.
The selected way of doing this is with the Cartesian product of the sets of
parent components, and µ for each member of the Cartesian product can be
calculated using the product t-norm[1].
However, representing a variable’s state with multiple independent components and combining them with the Cartesian product means that probabilistic propagation is often intractable. For example, if C and a coparent
each have two components then their child will have four. If the child’s coparent also has four components then the grandchildren will have 16, and so
forth.
Fogelberg et al. [3] outlines four ways of addressing this problem. Propagating the fuzzy expected value, which can be calculated using fuzzy integration, means that FBN propagation is usually only a small factor less efficient
than classic BN propagation. Further, propagating the fuzzy expected value
6

does not appear to have any disadvantages when compared to classic probabilistic propagation, and the graphs that it is markedly worse for are often
intractable as classic BN anyway. For that reason it is adopted in this paper.
Consider the variable X = [{f0.4 , t0.6 }0.2 , {f0.8 , t0.2 }0.5 , {f0.1 , t0.9 }0.3 ]. The
fuzzy expected value of X is easily calculated analytically, and this is shown
in equation 2.

X

= [{f0.9 , t0.1 }0.2 , {f0.8 , t0.2 }0.5 , {f0.1 , t0.9 }0.3 ]
→ [f0.9×0.2+0.8×0.5+0.1×0.3 , t0.6×0.2+0.2×0.5+0.9×0.3 ]
X → [f0.61 , t0.39 ]

3

(2)

An Example Network

Figure 1 shows the structure of the BN we will be using. It is a classic
example, and describes the relationships between the sky (C, cloudy or not),
whether or not it rains (R), whether or not the sprinkler is turned on (S)
and the state of the grass (wet, or not, W ).

C

R

S

W

Figure 1: The cloud-sprinkler-rain-grass network.
The parameters for this BN are shown in tables 1–4.
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Table 1:
→C

p(¬c)
0.5

p(c)
0.5

Table 2:
C→S
¬c
c

p(¬s)
0.5
0.9

p(s)
0.5
0.1

Table 3:
C→R
¬c
c

p(¬r) p(r)
0.8
0.2
0.2
0.8

Table 4:
R, S → W
¬r
¬s
¬r
s
r
¬s
r
s

4

p(¬w) p(w)
1.00
0.00
0.1
0.9
0.1
0.9
0.01
0.99

Forward Propagation

Forward belief propagation in a BN is updating the probability distributions
from parents to children, i.e. in the direction of the edges. This means that
it only requires relatively straightforward applications of conditional probability calculations. Subsection 4.1 describes forward propagation in a classic
BN, subsection 4.2 describes forward propagation in a FBN, and subsection 4.3 analyses the differences between classic and FBN forward propagation.
8

4.1

Forward Propagation in Classic Bayesian Networks

Assume we we are certain that the sky is cloudy (C is observed to be in the
state c, perhaps we looked up). We want to know the posterior probability
distribution for the grass, p(W |c).
The effect of c on the updated conditional probabilities of R and S are
just read off the respective tables (2 and 3):
• S = {f0.9 , t0.1 }
• R = {f0.2 , t0.8 }
Where we have used the notation described in subsection 2.2.
Given the updated uncertain beliefs about the states of R and S we can
also calculate our updated belief about W . This is done by taking each
conditional distribution in table 4, weighting it by the updated distributions
over R and S and summing them.
Doing this, we find that:
p(W |c) = 0.18 × {f1.00 , t0.00 } + 0.72 × {f0.10 , t0.90 } +
0.02 × {f0.10 , t0.90 } + 0.08 × {f0.01 , t0.99 }
= {f0.2548 , t0.7452 }

(3)

If we observed ¬c then we would calculate p(W |¬c) = {f0.451 , t0.549 } in
the same manner.

4.2

Forward Propagation in Fuzzy Bayesian Networks

Fuzzy BN propagation is described in [3] and readers are referred to that
paper for another discussion of the details. In this subsection we illustrate
an example of forward propagation which is analogous to that presented in
subsection 4.1.
Assume C = [f0.4 , t0.6 ], where we continue to use the notation developed
in [3]. Note that if C = [t1 ] or C = [f1 ] were observed then propagation in
an FBN would give identical results to propagation in a classic BN in which
c and ¬c, respectively, were observed. Given C = [f0.4 , t0.6 ], and by using
component-wise propagation, we find that:
• R = [{f0.8 , t0.2 }0.4 , {f0.2 , t0.8 }0.6 ] → [f0.44 , t0.56 ]
• S = [{f0.5 , t0.5 }0.4 , {f0.9 , t0.1 }0.6 ] → [f0.74 , t0.26 ]
9

Where → denotes fuzzy integration. Using table 4 and the product tnorm (to find µ for each member of the Cartesian product of the parents),
W is calculated in the same way:
W → 0.3256 × {f1 , t0 } + 0.1144 × {f0.1 , t0.9 } +
0.4144 × {f0.1 , t0.9 } + 0.1456 × {f0.01 , t0.99 }
→ [f0.3799 , t0.6201 ]

4.3

(4)
(5)

Comparing Classic and Fuzzy Forward Propagation

Forward propagation in a classic BN and a FBN are very similar. The key
difference is that the state of a variable in a FBN often has multiple components. Each of these components is propagated independently of the others
in the variable, and when a variable has multiple parents, each of which has
multiple components, then the parents’ components are combined using the
Cartesian product set for calculation of the updated beliefs. The child’s degree of membership in each member of the Cartesian product is calculated
using the product t-norm.

5

Back Propagation

Through the application of Bayes’s law, BN also support back propagation,
from children to ancestors. How this is calculated is outlined in the following subsection, which presents an example of back propagation in a classic
BN. Subsection 5.2 describes back propagation in a FBN and subsection 5.3
compares and contrasts classic and FBN back propagation.

5.1

Back Propagation in Classic Bayesian Networks

By applying Bayes’s law, Bayesian networks also support back propagation,
from children to ancestors. For example, assume we have observed that the
grass is wet (w). What does this tell us about the sprinkler, the rain, and
the cloudiness of the sky?
To calculate this we can use Bayes’s Rule3 , which shows that:
3

Or a message passing algorithm which also uses Bayes’s Rule but which does not force
us to calculate the full joint.
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p(r|w) =

p(r, w)
p(w|r) · p(r)
=
p(w)
p(w)

(6)

And similarly for p(¬r|w), p(s|w) and p(¬s|w).
Working with equation 6, we can find p(r) and p(w) by integrating over
their respective ancestors. In subsection 4.1 we almost did this for w, by
calculating p(w|c) and p(w|¬c) instead. Thus we can complete the integration
by summing over C now:
p(w) = 0.5 × p(w|c) + 0.5 × p(w|¬c) = 0.6471

(7)

By the same method, p(R) = {f0.5 , t0.5 }.
Finally, by summing over S in p(w|S, r), where we need to use p(S|r), we
can calculate that p(R|w) = {f0.2921 , t0.7079 }. A similar set of calculations for
S shows that p(S|w) = {f0.5702 , t0.4298 }.
By using the same method and carrying on our calculations, we find that:
p(C|w) = {f0.4242 , t0.5758 }

5.2

(8)

Back Propagation in Fuzzy Bayesian Networks

Similarly, as in a classic BN, we can also do back chaining in a FBN. Assume
W = [f0.1 , t0.9 ]. Using this we find:
• R = [{f0.8813 , t0.1187 }0.1 , {f0.2921 , t0.7079 }0.9 ] → [f0.3510 , t0.6490 ]
• S = [{f0.9379 , t0.0621 }0.1 , {f0.5702 , t0.4298 }0.9 ] → [f0.6070 , t0.3930 ]
Just as in FBN forward propagation, we use the product t-norm with the
Cartesian product to find the expected state of C.
C → 0.2131 × {f0.6897 , t0.3103 } + 0.1379 × {f0.9524 , t0.0476 } +
0.3939 × {f0.1220 , t0.8780 } + 0.2551 × {f0.5556 , t0.4444 }
→ [f4681 , t5319 ]

5.3

(9)

Comparing Classic and Fuzzy Back Propagation

As in forward propagation, components within a variable are propagated
independently, and the Cartesian product and product t-norm is used to
combine different parents’ components.
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As is reasonable and expected, because the state in the classic BN (w)
and the FBN (“0.9 w”) were similar, the results are as well. However, their
interpretation is somewhat different.
In the classic BN there is approximately a 42% chance that it was cloudy
today, whatever it means for the weather to be cloudy. Does a single passing
cloud on an otherwise sunny day make the day cloudy? Is it some proportion
of the day? The FBN expected state is still vague, but less so. We would
expect the cloudiness (whether that is measured by time or heaviness) to
have been about half as much as it could be at most.
Through this analysis we begin to see how FBN may guide a more nuanced
interpretation.

6

Explaining Away

Finally, we consider the phenomena of “explaining away”, in which the posterior probability of a variable is affected because one of its co-parents was
observed[11].
Although it is initially counter-intuitive (why is the probability of rain
reduced when I learn that the sprinkler has been turned on?) careful thought
and further analysis shows that the rain and sprinkler are indirectly related.

6.1

Explaining Away in Classic Bayesian Networks

For example, if we know that the grass is wet, but that it rained, then the
posterior probability that the sprinkler was on is reduced. This is because
the rain “explains away” the wetness of the grass:
p(S|r, w) = {f0.8055 , t0.1945 }

(10)

Thus, despite the grass completely soaked, we expect that the sprinkler
was mostly off, rather than mostly on.

6.2

Explaining Away in Fuzzy Bayesian Networks

Finally, we present the phenomena of explaining away in a FBN. Assume we
know that the grass is completely soaked (W = [t1 ]) but that R = [f0.25 , t0.75 ].
What is the expected state of the sprinkler?
Using the product t-norm on the Cartesian product of the parents and
performing propagation for each pair of components, we find:
12

S → 0 × {f0.9325 , t0.0675 } + 0.25 × {f0 , t1 } +
0 × {f0.9785 , t0.0215 } + 0.75 × {f0.8055 , t0.1945 }
→ [f0.6041 , t0.3959 ]

6.3

(11)

Comparing Classic and Explaining Away

Because fuzzy states are not as absolute as discrete states, the magnitude
of explaining away is somewhat reduced; however, we can see that it still
occurs as we expect. Even though w was observed, the distribution over S
was much more biased towards the discrete Boolean value ¬s than s. This
is because the state of R was more like r than ¬r.

7

Discussion

Having presented the bare numerical results of classic and FBN propagation
it is now possible to describe and interpret them in more detail.

7.1

Interpretations

The first important factor to consider and which has been largely implicit
and ignored in our calculations is a semantic definition of C = [αf , (1 − α)t ],
and likewise for the other variables.
There appear to be two intuitive semantic mappings of C. The first
is that it represents the proportion of the day that was cloudy. In this
case C = [f1 , t0 ] is a day with constantly and completely blue skies, and
C = [f0 , t1 ] is a day that is constantly cloudy.
The second is that it represents the heaviness and storminess of the cloud,
with C = [f1 , t0 ] representing entirely blue skies and C = [f0 , t1 ] representing
raging thunderstorms, a cyclone, or similar right now, or over the past 24
hours, or since sunrise, or since today began, or similar (we should definite
both dimensions carefully for our model to be most useful).
Similarly, R’s state (W ’s state) could represent the heaviness of the rain
(wetness of the grass) or the proportion of the day that it rained for (that
the grass was wet for). These are all important design decisions that need
to be considered explicitly but which are easy to forget with a Boolean or
multinomial model.
One approach which is prompted by this analysis is as follows. Rather
than having just one C variable, split it into two: CP , which denotes the
13

proportion of today which was cloudy, and CH , which denotes the heaviness
of the cloud. A possible structure for this model is shown in figure 2. Such a
formulation is a much more nuanced representation of the system, and would
not have been considered if not prompted by the FBN analysis.
CP

CH

R

S

W

Figure 2: A revised cloud-sprinkler-rain-grass network, suggested by FBNinspired analysis.
Whether or not this model is better or necessary depends on the application, but it is an advantage of FBN that it forces us to consider the meaning
of our model in such detail.

7.2

Comparison

How do the results of classic and fuzzy propagation compare? Two important
factors must be briefly noted.
7.2.1

Types of State

Firstly, the results of the FBN propagation are expected values. These are
different from a probability distribution, the maximum likelihood state or the
raw fuzzy state, made up of fuzzy probability distributions. As noted in [3],
using the expected value does not bias further belief propagation. Further,
the expected value can be meaningfully compared with observations when
scoring and searching over models.
In contrast, the result of classic BN propagation is a probability distribution. This can be trivially converted into the expected value and offers
14

the same advantages. However a probability distribution does not have any
further advantages, unless the distribution itself is necessary.
Further, an equivalent distribution over a discrete variable can be constructed from a fuzzy expected value just by discarding the fuzzy information. For example, if C = [f0.6179 , t0.3821 ] then C = {f0.6179 , t0.3821 } could be
an appropriate discrete distribution over it.
Although the probabilistic and fuzzy states of C are superficially and
notationally very similar it is important to note that they have different
semantics. However, we can directly compare the expected value with observations, or the constructed distribution with other information, and so check
that the results match our expectations.
7.2.2

Observations

In addition, the results are also not directly comparable because the observations when propagating over a classic BN and when propagating over a
FBN were different. For example, in forward propagation over a classic BN,
the state c (equivalently, C = [1t ]) was observed, but for the FBN the state
[0.4f , 0.6t ] was observed. Had the fuzzy values been discrete, with complete
and sole membership in just one value (true or false) then the results and
necessary calculations would have been identical.
However, reviewing the results shows that they can all be easily and reasonably interpreted. Consider S = [0.6041f , 0.3959t], the expected value of
S, given that the grass is soaked and that it has rained a lot. This state
suggests that we can expect the sprinkler to have been turned on roughly
40% of the time. Although this might not be what a person would have
done it probably accurately reflects a weather-sensitive automatic system’s
behaviour. Further, in many situations this expected value is more informative for us than knowing that there was a 20% chance the sprinkler was on
today (whatever it means for the sprinkler to be on) even though it rained
(all day, was a thunder storm) and the grass is wet. Because there is no gradation or subtlety in discrete values their interpretation can be more difficult
and requires more forethought and knowledge of the system’s design.

7.3

Final Words

This paper has described the formalisation of FBN and touched on some
of the conceptual foundations. It has illustrated belief propagation over a
FBN in a range of situations; it has also analysed the differences in belief
propagation and interpretation with classic BN. These differences suggest
15

advantages that FBN may offer in certain situations and for doing certain
types of model design.
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Appendix D
Fuzziness, Probability, and Fuzzy
Probability
This appendix contains the text of our current work on fuzzy probability. We
expect to submit this to UAI in November. It uses a spatial (dimensional) conceptualisation of variables and their states and range of values. This is done with the
aim of clarifying the possible definitions, interpretations, and semantics of a fuzzy
Bayesian network.
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Fuzziness, Probability, and Fuzzy Probability:
A Conceptual Analysis
Christopher Fogelberg

Phil Assheton

September 14, 2008
Abstract
NB: This report is in-progress. The analysis probably needs to be
split into two papers. It also needs greater integration with possibility
theory[1] and the generalized theory of uncertainty[16].
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1

Introduction

This paper considers fuzziness and uncertainty (probability) and how they
might interact. It does this by conceptually analysing variables (discrete,
continuous, fuzzy) and probability distributions. The essential idea behind
all fuzzy concepts is that an element’s membership in a set is continuous, not
absolute. Classically, in a Boolean system, today is either a hot day or it is
not. However, in a fuzzy system, today might be a member of the hot day
set with degree 0.3. Readers are referred to Zadeh’s [15] original publication
for information on logical connectives and similar in fuzzy systems.
The paper is organised as follows. Subsection 1.1 describes the notation
we have developed. Section 2 introduces the context, essential terminology
and example (temperature) that we will use in this paper. It also conceptualises continuous and discrete variables, setting the stage for the rest of the
paper.
Section 3 broadens this foundation and explores what it means for a
variable to be fuzzy. Section 4 briefly analyses probability distributions (PDs)
in a way that allows us to consider fuzziness and probability simultaneously.
Using the research in sections 2–4, section 5 considers what it means for
there to be a PD over a fuzzy variable. Section 6 outlines several ways we
could draw samples from a PD over a fuzzy variable.
Section 7 concludes the paper. It suggests several situations where fuzzy
probability could be useful in subsection 7.1. It then summarises the conceptual analysis and what this has suggested for fuzzy probability in subsection 7.2.

1.1

Some Notation

This paper uses the notation developed in [4] and fine-tuned in [3]. Multinomial probability distributions are denoted with curly brackets, and the
probability of a sample being a particular value is subscripted. For example,
equation 1 shows a probability distribution. There is a 0.3 probability of a
sample from this distribution being lo, a 0.5 probability of it being mid and
a 0.2 probability of it being hi.
{lo0.3 , mid0.5 , hi0.2 }

(1)

Similarly, a fuzzy variable has its state denoted with square brackets, and
its membership in each component of its state is subscripted. For example,
equation 2 shows a state which has 0.3 membership in lo, 0.5 membership
in mid and 0.2 membership in hi. This notation is similar to the standard
mathematical notation for inclusive ranges (e.g. [0, 1]), but is distinct.
3

[lo0.3 , mid0.5 , hi0.2 ]

(2)

Although equation 1 and 2 may initially look similar it is important to
note that the two represent very different states of the variable they are associated with. Maintaining the distinction between fuzziness and probability
while working with them simultaneously is the goal of this paper, and it is
important not to accidentally conflate them.
Finally, note that the two notations can be combined and used to represent mixed states. A partially uncertain state (equation 3) is an example of
a mixed state. Such states will be discussed in section 5.
[lo0.3 , {lo0.8 , mid0.1 , hi0.1 }0.7 ]

2

(3)

What is a variable?

Consider: what is a variable? Our answer to this question introduces the
terminology and many of the concepts used later in the paper.
An example of a variable is T , which represents and refers to the temperature. This exists independently of its state, such as 29.4 ◦C or “Warm”1 .
The semiotic concepts of denotata and sign (or object and representatem)
clarify this distinction[2; 11].
not the same as the variable itself. Although we can often conflate them, it
is important for them to be conceptually distinct when we consider variables
which are simultaneously uncertain and fuzzy.
The state of a variable is some member of its (possibly infinite) range,
which is denoted R. The range is a set. An element of this set is a value.
For example if T is discrete then its range might be lo, mid and hi, or if it
is continuous then it may have any value in the range −273.15 ◦ C = 0 ◦ K <
T < arb-max.
A variable with a continuous (infinite) range can be thought of as occupying a point in a continuous, (possibly unbounded) one dimensional space.
This point is the variable’s state. Analogously, the state of a discrete variable
(e.g. one with the range lo, mid and hi) can be thought of as occupying a
point in a discrete one dimensional space. See figure 1.
The state of a discrete variable can also be thought of occupying a single
point in a |R|-dimensional space, where each state is binary and the valid
1

The state of a variable could also be described as its “value”, however we give that
term a precise, technical definition in the next paragraph.
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T = 27.2

30

T = mid

15

0

hi

(a) A continuous variable

mid

lo

(b) A discrete variable

Figure 1: A one dimensional conceptualisation of continuous and discrete
variables. The state of a continuous variable is represented by a single point
in the variable’s space. Similarly, the state of a discrete variable is represented
by a single point in a discrete space.
states are at the origin in all but one dimension. This perspective on discrete
variables will prove most natural, and we return to it shortly. See figure 2.

T = mid
mid
hi

1
0
0
1
lo

1
0
0
1

Figure 2: A binary R-dimensional conceptualisation of a discrete variable.
The front bottom left corner of the cube is the zero point and denotes “not
lo, not mid, not hi”. The valid states of T in the full space are denoted by
the small patterned circles, the observed state of T is denoted by the small
filled circle.
In summary, a variable defines a space (its range), and the state of the
variable is some point (value) in this range.
This general framework can be applied to a wide range of situations.
In particular, we have successfully used it and its extensions for Bayesian
networks with discrete variables and for fuzzy Bayesian networks (FBN)[4].
Subsection 7.1 discusses other potential applications of this conceptualisation.
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3

What is a fuzzy variable?

Traditionally, the state of a fuzzy variable is described by the membership
(µ) of an underlying continuous valueP
in one or more fuzzy sets. Typically,
this membership is restricted so that
µ = 1. For example, if the variable
T was continuous and then fuzzified then its state would be its degrees of
membership in the fuzzy sets lo, mid and hi.
To emphasise the similarity of fuzzy sets with discrete values, we will also
refer to fuzzy sets as fuzzy values (FV). Then, in the same way that the state
of a discrete variable can be conceptualised as being a point in a binary |R|dimensional space, the state of a fuzzy variable can also be conceptualised
as a point in a continuous |R|-dimensional space.
Each FV, e.g. lo, is associated with a membership function which determines the degree of membership of the underlying continuous value of a
state in that FV. This is analogous to a hard discretisation of a continuous
variable, such a discretisation could be thought of as using a set of rectangle
functions which have an empty intersection and whose union is valid over the
whole domain of the continuous variable.
Thus, just as a discrete variable can also be seen as a point in a higher
dimensional space, fuzzification can be thought of as projecting a continuous
variable into a higher dimensional space.
After T has been fuzzified it is no longer a point in a one dimensional
space, or a point in a binary R-dimensional space. Instead it is a point
in an analogous and (larger) continuous R-dimensional space. Thus, compared to the underlying continuous value (e.g. 29.4 ◦C), the fuzzy state or
T is in a higher dimensional fuzzy space. For example, T ’s fuzzy space is 3
dimensional.

3.1

How are fuzzy states constrained?

P
Typically the set of membership functions are defined so that
µ = 1, and
also so that 0 ≤ µ ≤ 1. However, although 0 ≤ µ ≤ 1 is possible
for each
P
FV, the FV are also very interdependent, else the condition
µ = 1 would
not hold. This can be seen in figure 4.
For this reason fuzzification is actually the projection of a variable’s state
to a subspace of the whole fuzzy space. Thus, some parts of the fuzzy space
are incoherent and have no relationship with the underlying variable through
the membership functions. We will discuss incoherent fuzzy states more in
subsection 5.3. The coherent fuzzy space is just the set of states which are
mapped on to by the membership functions.
One consequence of this analysis is that the coherent fuzzy space will be
6

1
u
0
T = [mid 0.4 , hi 0.6 ]

(a) The fuzzified underlying interpretation of fuzziness

T = [mid 0.4 , hi 0.6 ]

0,1,0

mid

0,0,1
hi

0,0,0

lo

1,0,0

(b) The spatial interpretation of fuzziness

Figure 3: Two interpretations of fuzziness. In the first, set-oriented, interpretation (figure 3(a)) the fuzzy state of T is conceptualised as the membership
of an underlying continuous state in each of the fuzzy sets (fuzzy values). In
the second, spatial, interpretation (figure 3(b)) the fuzzy state of T is not
necessarily explicitly and directly related to any underlying state.
exactly the same size as the range of the underlying variable (its underlying
space) if each possible discrete or continuous state maps uniquely to a fuzzy
state. Alternately, the valid fuzzy space will be smaller if several points in
the original range map to the same point in the fuzzy space.
This means that there is either a bijective or surjective relationship (respectively) between the range and the valid fuzzy space. For example, if
29.4 ◦C and 29.4 ◦C + δ fuzzify distinctly, then it is bijective. If they are
equal, or if other pairs of continuous values are equal, then the relationship
between the underlying continuous space and the valid subspace of the fuzzy
space is surjective.
7

µhi (t)
∴x
∴ µmid (x)
and µlo (x)

=
=
=
=

0.6
29.4
0.4
0.0

And similarly. . .
µmid (t)
∴x
∴ µhi (x)
and µlo (x)

=
=
=
=

0.4
29.4
0.6
0.0

Figure 4: The interdependencies amongst the membership functions. If we
know a state’s membership in any one of the values in its range then we can
use that information and the set-oriented interpretation to calculate its membership in all of the other fuzzy values. This makes clear that the coherent
fuzzy space can be no larger than the range of the underlying variable.
If the relationship is surjective then fuzzification is throwing away information. The fuzzy variable is less informative (precise, exact) than the
underlying variable.
However, if the relationship is bijective then fuzzification has not simplified the description of the variable’s state in any information theoretic
manner. The fuzzification may have also made the description no less complex, or even more complex. This is the quandary of fuzziness, that it does
not appear to offer any advantages.

3.2

How is fuzziness an advantage?

The quandary of fuzziness (subsection 3.1) could also be described as a false
promise. Fuzziness appears to simplify variables and recast them in approximate ways while preserving necessary characteristics; however, our analysis
has shown that in the general case this is not true.
If knowledge of the precise membership in each fuzzy value is not known
or necessary then fuzzification may appear to offer some advantages. Unfortunately, this analysis is flawed. If imprecise fuzzy knowledge is sufficient
then equivalent vague discrete or approximate continuous knowledge would
also be sufficient. Remember that accurate fuzzification is nothing more
than a projection of the variable’s state into a higher dimensional subspace,
8

as discussed above. Inaccurate fuzzification is nothing more than accurately
projecting inaccurate states.
Despite this, fuzziness may have a number of advantages in certain situations. The first is that the fuzzy values are linguistic terms which may carry
more information for a human. In particular, the relation amongst fuzzy values may concisely express information to a human: knowing that it’s 29.4 ◦C
might not be as useful as knowing that it’s [hi0.6 , mid0.4 ]. This is because the
fuzzy state indicates that the temperature is near the top of its range, but
still somewhat moderate. The additional knowledge imparted by the fuzzy
state may assist human interpretation and design of a fuzzy system.
Fuzziness also has advantages when a detailed mathematical model of the
underlying system cannot be tractably constructed or offers few advantages[5].
Thirdly, fuzziness also lends itself to combining several machine learning techniques[12]. If each machine learning technique can be adapted to
work with fuzzy variables then fuzziness may work as a common language.
This has been shown to be effective in neuro-fuzzy systems[14], in fuzzysymbolic neural networks and as a useful approximation for hybrid Bayesian
networks[6; 10]. It has also shown promise for general fuzzy Bayesian networks[4] (FBN). Fuzzy Bayesian networks are networks which combine fuzziness and uncertainty by using fuzzy probability.
To summarise: a fuzzy variable has a state which is the projection of the
underlying variable’s state to a subspace of a higher dimensional space. This
subspace usually has the same size as the variable’s original space. Such a
fuzzy state probably can’t be usefully less precise than the underlying variable
could be, however it lends itself to human-assisted machine learning, the
combination of machine learning techniques, and it can be fruitfully applied
to problems which are difficult to model precisely.

4

What is a probability distribution?

What is a probability distribution (PD)? What is probability, and what is
uncertainty? These are deep and complex questions, with roots in philosophy
and statistics[7; 8; 13]. We will not substantially consider any of these issues
in this paper.
Instead, for convenience, we will adopt a conceptualisation of a PD that
usefully allows us to combine the concepts of uncertainty and fuzziness. More
detailed investigation of the most appropriate conceptualisation of probability will be described in further research.
We define a PD for a variable as a function (p) which is defined over the
entire range of that variable. For practical reasons we assume 0 < p(x) < 1
9

(there may also be further theoretical reasons which justify this).
R Further, a
PD p over a variable with range r is linearly normalised so that r p(x) δx = 1.
As examples of probability distributions, consider T = {lo0.2 , mid0.2 , hi0.6 }
and T = N(µ, σ 2 ) = N(18, 16). In the first case, the state of T is an uncertain multinomial distribution, and a sample from this distribution will be lo
20% of the time, mid 20% of the time and hi 60% of the time. In the second
case T is a normally distributed with mean 18 ◦C and standard deviation
4 ◦ C.

5

What is a fuzzy probability distribution?

Sections 2, 3 and 4 thus lead to the central question which this paper addresses. What does a PD over a fuzzy variable (a fuzzy probability distribution, FPD) look like? This section considers this question, and section 6
completes our initial analysis by suggesting several answers to the related
question of sampling from a FPD.
As described above, a PD is a function over a space. Thus a FPD is a
function over a fuzzy space. If this distribution is correctly defined then all
fuzzy states (coherent and incoherent) may be sampled. Such a distribution
may be very high dimensional (with the problems that represents).
For example the variable T has three FV. Consider also the fuzzy variable S, which represents how sunburnt someone gets. This also has three
FV. The distribution over T will be a three dimensional distribution. If
p(S, T ) = p(S|T ) × p(T ) then p(S, T ) and p(S|T ) will both be six dimensional distributions. As the joint distributions and conditional distributions
grow in size the curse of dimensionality becomes an important factor, and
we have not developed notation which conveniently represents this kind of
distribution yet. However, we will return to this kind of distribution shortly,
as it is the full and general definition of a FPD.
A subclass of the full and general distribution is a component-oriented
model. This uses mixed states. An example of a mixed state was shown in
equation 3, another is shown below, in equation 4.
T = [lo0.2 , mid0.1 , {lo0.4 , mid0.2 , hi0.4 }0.7 ]

(4)

What kind of samples might be drawn from the third component of T in
equation 4 is discussed in section 6. One thing this example shows though is
that only “0.7 the state of T ” is uncertain. The remainder is known. This has
interesting semantic consequences. While we discuss the semantics of FPD
more in subsection 5.3 it can be noted that a mixed state for T suggests that
it has somehow been partially observed. Perhaps the partially uncertain state
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of T in equation 4 is the temperature of the United Kingdom, and we only
have reports from Scotland so far.

5.1

How is fuzzy probability different from classic probability?

If incoherent states are disallowed, a FPD may appear to be isomorphic with
the PD over the underlying variable, or even only surjective if multiple underlying states map to the same fuzzy state. This is due
Pto the interdependencies
amongst the membership functions which ensure
µ = 1.
For example, given the pre-defined membership functions, T ’s membership in lo also defines its membership in mid and hi. Likewise, T ’s membership in mid defines its membership in hi and lo, and T ’s membership in
hi defines its membership in mid and lo. This is as discussed above. Consider figure 5, which is figure 4 but presented again here for the reader’s
convenience. Maintaining these interdependencies makes fuzzy probability
relatively trivial and boring. In the same way that a set-oriented fuzzy state
is just a bijective or surjective projection, the interdependencies mean that
a FPD will just be a bijective or surjective projection of a PD over the underlying variable.
µhi(t)
∴x
∴ µmid (x)
and µlo (x)

=
=
=
=

0.6
29.4
0.4
0.0

And similarly. . .
µmid (t)
∴x
∴ µhi (x)
and µlo (x)

=
=
=
=

0.4
29.4
0.6
0.0

Figure 5: The interdependencies amongst the membership functions. This is
figure 4 printed again for the reader’s convenience.
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5.2

What if we relax the interdependencies?

What if we relax the interdependencies amongst the FV? Section 6 describes
several ways that a sample could be drawn from a FPD.
However, for a full and general FPD p will be correctly defined (0 <
p(x) < 1, rather than 0 ≤ p(x) < 1) over the entire |R|-dimensional fuzzy
space, and not just over the underlying space or the subspace of the fuzzy
space which the underlying space is isomorphic or surjective on. This means
that 0 < p(x) < 1, where x is a |R|-dimensional vector whose elements
are in the range [0, 1]. For example p([lo[0.2,0.3] , mid[0.1,0.6] , hi[0.4,0.5] ]) = 0.2,
where subscripted [. . .] are used to indicate ranges over µ. Relaxing the
interdependencies in this way has two important consequences.
The first is that a sample from a FPD may have µ > 1. Similarly, if the
FPD is part of a mixed state then the sample may have µ greater than the
µ of the distribution itself.
P
This means
that
the
variable’s
state
may
have
µ > 1. Similarly, it may
P
also have
µ < 1. Upon acknowledging this, one asks the question: what
would it mean for T to be 0.4 hi, 0.5 mid and 0.3 lo? Depending on the
situation it may be possible to find an interpretation of a fuzzy state which
drew some meaning P
from the relative proportion of each FV, and which also
drew meaning from
µ. Perhaps the latter refers to the quantity or quality
of the measurements?
In any case, this situation can be addressed by a simple linear normalisation. Further, although undersamples and oversamples may seem nonsensical at first glance they may have useful semantic interpretations in certain
situations, as we suggest.
Secondly, and more importantly, it breaks the relationship between the
underlying variable and the fuzzy values that the membership functions provide. As with undersamples and oversamples, this is semantically vague.
However, there is a perfectly reasonable interpretation for some variables
which we will sketch out in the next subsection. This interpretation demands
that a designer give a more detailed definition of what the state of the variable
means and refers to, but it also offers the potential to increase the nuance,
richness and expressiveness of the system. By relaxing the dependencies we
can differentiate amongst states that would classically be indistinguishable,
even with a continuous variable.

5.3

What are the semantics of fuzzy probability?

At first glance, it seems that relaxing the dependencies amongst the different
fuzzy values leads to nonsense. Consider T , with its membership in lo, mid
12

and hi. Imagine that t = [lo0.5 , hi0.5 ] was a normalised sample for T which
had been drawn from a FPD.
What does this sample mean? Assume that equations 5–7 translate a
continuous state of T into a fuzzy state.

if x < 7
 1
(21 − x)/14 if 7 ≤ x < 21
µlo(x) =

0
otherwise

0



(x − 7)/14
µmid (x) =
(35 − x)/14



0

(5)

if x < 7
if 7 ≤ x < 21
if 21 ≤ x < 35
otherwise

(6)


if x < 21
 0
µhi(x) =
(x − 21)/14 if 21 ≤ x < 35

1
otherwise

(7)

With these definitions, there is no single underlying value of T which can
give rise to t. It is incoherent, and the meaning of such a sample appears
vague at best.
To extract useful meaning from such a sample we need to consider in more
depth exactly what a particular underlying value of T represents. In actual
fact, a temperature is an aggregate measurement. It might be explicitly
aggregate (if T is today’s average temperature) or implicitly (if T is the
average kinetic velocity of the molecules in some system at time φ).
If this detail is important or useful to us then an incoherent sample carries
important information, and the details of the specific problem may provide
a means for mapping some or all points in the full fuzzy space back to the
lower dimensional space that the underlying states lie in. For example, if the
components of the fuzzy state represent the kinetic energy of portions of the
system, then the underlying continuous temperature of [lo0.5 , hi0.5 ] would be
the same as the underlying continuous temperature represented by [mid1 ],
even though [mid1 ] is the only fuzzy representation of this temperature which
can be obtained using the membership functions in equations 5, 6 and 7.
Based on this analysis, we can conclude that incoherent samples may be
meaningful with more nuanced approaches to fuzzification if those approaches
give more detailed semantic interpretations to the membership functions. In
particular, this may motivate a viewpoint which views fuzzy-value membership as being calculated from a sample of the components, as we suggested
13

above for T and the kinetic energy of the underlying molecules. However,
when a membership function is nothing more than the mapping R → [0, 1],
incoherent samples from a FPD present problems.

6

How can we sample from a fuzzy probability distribution?

Using the framework developed in sections 2–5, we have shown that fuzzy
probability may provide a window into a more detailed approach to some
problems. This section considers how we might draw samples such as t =
[lo0.5 , hi0.5 ] from a FPD. There seem to be three kinds of technique that could
be used: we can sample the underlying variable, we could sample from the
full fuzzy space, or we could divide µ = 1 into portions and sample each
portion independently.

6.1

We could sample the underlying variable.

The simplest approach is just to sample the underlying variable. For example,
the temperature might be uniformly distributed in the range [−10 ◦ C, 50 ◦ C].
A sample could be drawn from this distribution and the value fuzzified using
the membership functions.
This approach discards any of the advantages (and disadvantages) of fuzzy
probability. For this reason we will not consider it in any further detail.

6.2

We could fix nothing.

The most complex and general approach is to sample from the fuzzy space.
This has R dimensions, as opposed to the underlying variable, which is usually 1 dimensional.
The need to specify one or several such high dimensional probability
distributions may introduce too many free parameters into the model that
is being used. This could precipitate overfitting and means that more data
would be required if machine learning was being used.
The magnitude of the overfitting problem could be reduced by using
common approximations, such as noisy-or[9] and multi-dimensional Gaussian distributions[13].
Another problem that might arise if we sample from the full fuzzy space
is that some of those areas arePnonsensical. For example, we might sample
t = [lo0.3 , mid0.5 , hi0.4 ], where t µ = 1.2. This is an oversample. Similarly,
undersamples are just as likely, and in many cases it would be very rare for
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P
a sample to have
µ = 1. However, this problem
P can be easily resolved
by linearly normalising each component so that
µ = 1 for the normalised
components. After normalisation some samples will become coherent. There
may also be some useful semantic interpretation of such a sample, as discussed
in subsection 5.2.
Overall, sampling from the fuzzy space may not be necessary as many of
the unnormalised samples will be equal after normalisation, and the full expressive power (subsection 5.3) may not be necessary or applicable. Further,
introducing so many free parameters may require too much prior knowledge
and make the learning problem too difficult.

6.3

We could use a component-wise approach.

P
Another third approach which ensures that
µ = 1 in a more straightforward manner is to use several PD as components to specify the state of T ,
and to associate some degree of membership with each PD. This approach
to sampling from a FPD is inspired by the component-oriented analysis of
mixed states in section 5. Each µi represents T ’s membership in that probability distribution, and a sample of the value v from the PD i with µi means
that T has membership µi in v.
For example, assume the fuzzy uncertain state of T is as shown in equation 8.
t = [{0.3, 0.2, 0.5}0.3, {0.2, 0.2, 0.9}0.1, {0.5, 0.3, 0.2}0.6]

(8)

Consider the first component of T ’s state t, the FPD {0.3, 0.2, 0.5}0.3. A
sample from this FPD could be one of three values: lo, mid or hi. This is
the range of T . With probability 0.3 the sample will be lo, with probability
0.2 the sample will be mid, and with probability 0.5 the sample will be hi.
If the sample were lo then the sampled state of T would be [lo0.3 , . . .]. If the
samples from the second and third components were hi and lo respectively
then the sampled state of T would be [lo0.3 , hi0.1 , lo0.6 ] = [lo0.9 , hi0.1 ].
Provided some reasonable way of dividing µ up into portions can be
found then this approach represents a good compromise. It allows a wider
proportion of the fuzzy space to be explored but has fewer parameters and
is more tractable than full general sampling, which is likely to be underconstrained. This technique has been adopted in our formalisation of FBN
and appears to lead to useful and theoretically reasonable results. FBN are
Bayesian networks with simultaneously uncertain and fuzzy variables[4]
15

7

Conclusion and Contributions

This section concludes our conceptual analysis of fuzziness, probability and
fuzzy probability in two stages. First, we briefly enumerate areas where fuzzy
probability could be useful. Following that we summarise the theoretical
contributions of this research.

7.1

Possible Applications

Possible applications of fuzzy probability and this conceptual analysis are
wide ranging. Fuzzy probability has shown promise for FBN[4]. Other areas
where the conceptualisation could probably be easily applied include neurofuzzy systems[14] and fuzzy-symbolic neural networks.
Further, possibility theory[1] and type II fuzzy logic are examples of other
areas of research which a spatial conceptual analysis may be useful for.

7.2

Theoretical Contributions

This paper has made two key contributions.
Firstly, it has provided a conceptual space-based framework which allows
fuzziness and uncertainty to be considered simultaneously. This framework
allows us to analyse and understand exactly what a variable is in quite a
fundamental way, and it facilitates clear and unambiguous thinking.
By extending this analysis from discrete and continuous variables to fuzzy
variables it allows us to analyse and understand the latter in the same way,
and also to clearly see how fuzzy variables can be related to the variable and
its range which underlies them.
Similarly, it allows us to reason about and understand the relationship
between a variable and a probability distribution over that variable in a
simple, intuitive (spatial) manner.
Elucidating and explaining this framework is the first contribution of this
paper.
Secondly, we have used this framework to consider how fuzziness and
uncertain can be combined and used simultaneously. We have analysed several semantic interpretations of a FPD, depending on which assumptions we
relax. To complete this analysis we have considered how a FPD could be
sampled from. Further work is necessary in this area to clarify the range of
options and select the best.
Several different options with different advantages have been suggested.
These range from sampling from the space of the underlying variable to
sampling from the full fuzzy space. Which is most appropriate depends on the
16

problem and data, and in previous research we have adopted a compromise
which allows us to sample from the most meaningful and relevant parts of
the fuzzy space.
One cost of using fuzziness is that it requires greater human specification
and prior knowledge, to define the membership functions. This problem may
be exacerbated with fuzzy probability, if natural and intuitive definitions of
the membership functions aren’t immediately available.
Overall, we have provided a solid conceptual foundation for further research in combined fuzziness and uncertainty. The meta-concept of a spatial framework could also be useful in thinking about how different machine
learning concepts such as symbolic and evolutionary could be combined.
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Appendix E
GreenSim
This appendix includes the full text of our technical report on GreenSim, the genetic
regulatory network simulator which we have written.
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Abstract
Inference of complete genetic regulatory networks is a central problem in modern
bioinformatics. However, because good biological data is still relatively rare, it is hard
to evaluate new machine learning techniques for network inference. In this report
we describe GreenSim, a modular, customisable and extensible genetic regulatory
network simulator. It accurately models motifs, non-linear regulatory functions and
can generate networks ranging in size from N = 100 to N = 104 genes. Code is
available online and from the authors.
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Introduction

Accurate inference of an organism’s complete genetic regulatory network (GRN) is a
central problem in bioinformatics. Knowledge of the GRN is necessary to understand an
organism’s ontogeny, its phylogenetic relationships and to accurately predict its response
to external stimuli and drugs. Only when such relationships are understood can research
be conducted quickly and efficiently.
Despite the development and increasing use of high-throughput biotechnology, well
understood and validated biological data sets are rare and exist for only a few species.
This means that realistically simulating biological data is essential to fully evaluate new
machine learning and bioinformatic techniques.
In this paper, we describe GreenSim, the genetic regulatory network simulator. In
the rest of this section (subsection 1.1) we summarise the features of GRN that must
be simulated. Section 2 describes GeneSim, and section 3 describes Kyoda’s simulator.
Section 4 outlines the characteristics and modular structure of GreenSim, its usage, and
analyses some networks generated by it. Section 5 concludes and outlines future work.

1.1

Characteristics of Genetic Regulatory Networks

The causal relationships between the genes in an organism make up its genetic regulatory
network. This network is a directed graph, and an edge from the gene i to the gene j and
annotated with a function means that the expression level of i regulates (contributes to,
causes) the expression level of j.
Because of their evolutionary origins[16], GRN are characterised by certain common
features across cell type and species. This section summarises the most important of
these features, and a good GRN simulator should implicitly or explicitly create them.
At the structural level it is important to understand the different distributions across
the in-degree and out-degree of genes (variables, nodes) in GRN. Research[2] suggests
that GRN are not random directed graphs. Instead, the probability distribution for
the out-degree appears to follow a power law[8] with 2 < λ < 3. The distribution for
the in-degree appears to be an exponential distribution, and µ is approximately 3 for
prokaryotes and in the range 4–8 for eukaryotes[4; 11]. These distributions help create a
modular structure in the network. There is no characteristic module size.
GRN are also characterised by the overabundance of motifs. A motif is a small subgraph which is much more common in GRN than it would be in a random graph. Motifs
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include auto-regulatory, expanding cascade, convergence and triangular feed-forward motifs. In a feed-forward motif the gene i regulates j and k, and j regulates k as well. Motifs
are detailed in [6]; it is important that they are appropriately present in any simulated
GRN.
Two key aspects of the regulatory relationship between any pair of connected genes
must be simulated. The first is that genetic regulatory functions are often complex,
non-linear relationships whose functional form varies significantly from case to case. The
gene i may up-regulate (down-regulate) the gene j very strongly (very weakly) and it may
regulated it non-linearly. The nature of these relationships is described in more detail in
[3; 5; 17].
Regulatory functions can also be conditional on the current phenotypic context[13].
Furthermore, the actual biological system is stochastic and discrete; however, a discrete
simulation is not computationally tractable. Nor is a discrete model. This means that
stochastic biological noise[12] will exist in any continuous representation of a GRN.
External phenotypic contexts excluded and assuming a weak central dogma, note
that non-genetic regulatory influences can be ignored in GRN inference. This is because,
under the weak central dogma, the GRN is assumed to be informationally complete. Nongenetic regulatory factors just manifest themselves as (more complex) genetic regulatory
relationships.

2

GeneSim

GeneSim was developed at Duke University as part of a project which tried to understand
songbird singing behaviour[7; 14; 15; 18; 19]. Used in most of the GRN research there,
[18] and [19] describe GeneSim in detail.
It works as follows. A network of small size (N ≤ 100) is generated and connected in
a uniformly random way. Connections can also be manually specified. Time is measured
in discrete intervals and every δ time steps the expression level is recorded as a sample.
This interval represents the (hidden) changes in expression level that occur in between
successive samples in a time series microarray data set.
yt+1 = yt′ + A × (yt′ − b′ ) + ǫ′

(1)

Equation 1 defines the vector equation which calculates the expression level of all genes
(capped at a maximum of 100 and a minimum of 0) at time t + 1, given the expression
level of all genes at time t. Column vectors are denoted with prime (’), and transposition
is implicit. ǫ′ represents the biological noise and is sampled from a vector Gaussian with
µ = 0 and σb as defined by the user. A represents the relationship between yt+1 (k) and
yt . It defines a linear difference equation for each gene. b′ represents the constitutive
level of gene expression.
The constitutive level of gene expression can be explained as follows. Imagine that
each gene has some “normal” level of expression. This is its constitutive level. If i upregulates j and i is present at more than its constitutive level then it will cause j to be
more strongly expressed. On the other hand, if i is expressed less strongly than usual
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then the absence of i will cause a lower-than-usual expression of j. It is claimed by Yu
et al. that this model leads to more biologically plausible time series.
Note two key aspects of GeneSim. Firstly, non-linear gene interactions are not modeled. These are essential for biological realism. Secondly, the network edge matching
algorithm does not create motifs or biological distributions over kin and kout .
GeneSim also does not consider the phenotypically conditional nature of gene regulation. However this not a serious problem, for two reasons. Biological data sets typically
come from just one phenotypic situation, and inferring a single network given samples
generated from potentially contradictory regulatory networks is a different and much
more difficult research question. In summary, GeneSim is a useful simulator, however it
does not model several important features of biological GRN.

3

Kyoda’s Simulator

The simulator in Kyoda et al. [10] uses ODEs to model the regulatory relationships. Each
gene was randomly matched to between 1 and k other genes. These genes and random
rate constants defined its regulatory ODE. The auto-regulatory motif was not allowed.
Networks of up to N = 100 with k = 2 and N = 20 with k = 8 were simulated.

4

GreenSim

GreenSim is the GRN simulator we have developed in MatLab. Inspired by GeneSim, it
aims to realistically simulate any kind and size of GRN. This section describes its functional characteristics (4.1), its modular structure (4.2), how to use it (4.3) and analyses
some GreenSim-generated networks (4.4).

4.1

Characteristics

GreenSim can simulate GRN of size N = [100 , 104 ]. It generates realistic non-linear
regulatory functions, and ensures that the degree distributions are accurate. These distributions also lead to the emergence of motifs in the simulated networks. Section 5
discusses extensions that would allow it to model multiple phenotypic contexts.

4.2

Structure

GreenSim is designed in a modular fashion, and each of the modules can be replaced without affecting the others. For example, the edge matching module was recently replaced,
and no other portions of the code needed to be modified. The algorithm is structured as
follows.
First, half edges (in-edges and out-edges for each gene) are generated according to
the appropriate distributions. Next, the half edges are matched by randomly permuting
the genes and then matching the out-edges with the nearest in-edges. This reflects the
biological reality (genes are frequently physically located near the genes they regulate)
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and is also necessary to create realistic technical noise[9]. Technical noise is described
shortly.
Next, the linear and non-linear regulatory functions are generated. Each gene has a
linear regulatory function as described in equation 1. Call the change in the expression
level of the gene k according to its linear regulatory function lk and its expression level
after the previous time step nk .
A 2nd order non-linear regulatory function for each pair of genes which regulate k is
defined as shown in equation 2. N Lk is a random matrix which defines a weight for the
non-linear contribution of each pair of genes
 i, j (i < j) which regulate k. The bracketed
term in the equation, (yt − b)′ × (yt − b) , takes the product of the expression level of
each pair of genes. This product and N Lk are multiplied together member-wise and the
members of the resulting matrix are summed to calculate the total non-linear regulatory
contribution. The updated expression level for k is nk + nlk + lk .
nlk =

X


N Lk × (yt − b)′ × (yt − b)

(2)

As in GeneSim, expression levels are updated at discrete intervals and can be sampled
at intervals of size δ. Such a sequence of samples is called a set of samples. Samples can
also be corrupted by parameterised levels of technical noise[9]. Technical noise refers to
uncertain, missing or inaccurately measured gene expression levels in the set of samples.
This occurs because of limitations in the biotechnology used to gather samples. Three
kinds of technical noise are modeled.
Spot noise is the low, independent probability that any particular gene expression
value in a set of samples will be covered. This can be caused in biological datasets
by a faulty microarray or by poor handling of the microarray after the experiment has
concluded.
Span noise is the low, independent probability that some contiguous subset of the
genes in a sample is covered. Because of the edge matching algorithm such genes are
likely to be directly involved in each others regulation. The size of the span is normally
distributed according to user-specified parameters.
Value noise is added to the biological noise and further corrupts the gene expression
levels. It represents the ambiguity that can be caused by using mRNA concentrations
and fluorescence levels as a proxy for the level of gene activity[1].

4.3

Using GreenSim

In this subsection we describe how to use GreenSim to simulate GRN and generate samples
from them.
Readers are encouraged to refer to the MatLab source files, comments and included
help documentation for further information.
4.3.1

Generating a Network Structure

To generate a network structure, users call the genNetwork(n, mu, maxReg, noise)
function. This function returns a network structure, and the parameters are as follows:
4

n is the number of genes
µ is the location parameter for the exponential distribution over the gene in-degree.
maxReg is the maximum regulatory influence that any one gene or pair of genes can
have on another. A and N Lk are in the range (0, 1) and are scaled by this parameter.
noise is the standard deviation of the biological noise in the network, σb .
In most cases, the value of the noise parameter in network generation should be no
more than 0.5 × maxReg. If this is not the case then the influence of regulatory genes may
be obscured and the result will be a random walk.
4.3.2

Generating A Set of Samples

A set of samples can generated by calling genSampleSet(net, inity, num, delta).
This function returns a matrix of gene expression levels uncorrupted by noise. The
(i, j)’th entry in the returned matrix is the expression level of the i’th gene in the j’th
sample. The function’s parameters are:
net is a network structure, as returned by genNetwork
inity is a column vector specifying the initial expression level of each gene.
num is the number of samples (columns) to be generated.
δ is the number of hidden gene expression updates between each sample.
In real biological situations, gene expression levels may change between samples. As
in GeneSim, this is represented in GreenSim by a δ parameter and the gene expression
values are updated δ times according to the regulatory functions and biological noise
between each sample.
For example, if num = 3 and δ = 3 then the gene expression values would be updated
9 times according to their regulatory functions, and the third, sixth and ninth vectors
would make up a set of samples.
Note that the relative magnitude of maxReg and the δ used when generating samples
1
, else
will affect the difficulty of any network inference. We suggest that δ ≤ maxReg
expression levels may change too much and in too complex a manner between samples.
A set of samples can be corrupted by the corruptSample function. This function takes
a set of samples as its first parameter and then five other parameters for the technical
noise. Covered gene expression values are denoted with −1.
Finally, a set of samples can be transformed using the logSample function. The log
(base 2) of each gene expression value is calculated (adjusted for raw values less than
ǫ = 0.000001) and covered values in the transformed set of samples are denoted with 999.
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4.3.3

Calculating Statistical Network Properties

The genNetworkStats(net) function calculates statistical metrics for a network. This
function takes a network structure as a parameter and returns a statistics structure. The
statistics it calculates are analysed in subsection 4.4.
4.3.4

Saving and Loading GreenSim Data

A network can be saved or loaded using the writeNet and readNet functions. Similarly,
a sample can be saved or loaded using the writeSample and readSample functions and a
network statistics structure can be saved or loaded using the writeStats and readStats
functions.
For samples and statistics structures the read... functions take a source filename
as a parameter. To save a sample or statistics structure the save... functions take
a variable of the appropriate type as their first parameter and a target filename as the
second parameter.
writeNet and readNet have the same parameters and parameter ordering as the
functions for samples and statistics structures. However, networks are serialised to more
than one file. This means that only a root filename needs to be specified in the function
calls, and the functions will append the appropriate extensions to save or load the network.
To obtain an edge matrix which can be converted into a dot file for GraphViz the
writeEdgeMatrix function can be used.

4.4

Examples and Analysis

This section describes some networks generated using GreenSim, ranging in size from 3
to 104 genes. Subsubsection 4.4.1 introduces the analysis by providing visualisations of
networks’ edge matrices, for networks ranging in size from 3 to 103 genes. Subsubsection 4.4.2 provides more detailed statistical analysis, for networks ranging in size from 3
to 104 genes.
4.4.1

Visual Analysis

This subsubsection contains figures and commentary depicting the edge matrices of networks ranging in size from 3 to 1000 genes. Each edge and each pair of edges to a
gene defines a regulatory function which relates the expression level of the parent(s) at
time t to the expression level of the child at time t + 1. The child’s expression level
can be calculated in full by using all parents and all pairs of parents, as described in
subsection 4.2.
The network shown in figure 1 illustrates GreenSim’s ability to generate very small
networks, and also shows how the combination of the different distributions over the in
and out-edges can lead to auto-regulation and feed-forward motifs.
Figure 2 illustrates the automatic generation of modules, cascade and convergence
motifs by the edge matching algorithm, even in small GreenSim-generated networks.
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Figure 1: A GreenSim network with 3 genes.
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Figure 2: A GreenSim network with 10 genes.
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g0

Figure 3 shows the expected growth in module size as the network grows (a consequence of the power law distribution over out-edges). Cascade and convergent motifs also
occur more often in larger networks.

Figure 3: A GreenSim network with 100 genes.
Figure 4 is very difficult to interpret at the printed resolution. However, it is clear that
maximum module size continues to grow while smaller modules and motifs also continue
to exist.
Observation of these graphs shows that GreenSim networks possess many of the characteristics of real biological networks, including a messy modular structure, and the autoregulatory, feed-forward, cascade and convergence motifs.
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Figure 4: A GreenSim network with 1000 genes.
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4.4.2

Statistical Analysis

This subsubsection presents and analyses some basic statistical properties of networks
generated using GreenSim. Statistics for several different network sizes are shown in
table 1 and more detailed discussion follows.
Table 1: This table contains the averages of 10 networks for each n. Statistics are
displayed to 4 significant figures.
Statistic / Num. of genes
Time (s)
Total Edges
max(kin )
max(kout )
Auto-regulatory motif
Feed-Forward Motif

n=3
0.1073
4.3
2.1
2.6
1.5
0.3

n = 10
0.1404
22
4.4
8.6
3.2
13.1

n = 102
0.2268
344.5
15.2
72.9
8.8
723.4

n = 103
5.057
3518
21.8
791.1
35.8
4569

n = 104
725.5
35190
27.3
7968
188.2
45150

The networks used to calculate the statistics displayed in table 1 were generated on
an Asus M6A laptop (Pentium 4 1.8 GHz, 1 GB RAM, Win XP Pro). Observation of the
results shows that the time it takes to generate a network is non-linear. Some of this is
due to virtual memory paging issues. The remaining non-linearity appears to be created
when the half edges are being matched.
For n ≥ 100 we see that the number of edges per gene stabilises at ≈ 3.5. Given
that the networks were generated with exponential in-degree µ = 3 this is unsurprising.
Furthermore in the full vectors of in and out-edges for each network we have observed
that kout and kin are distributed correctly.
Analysis of the motifs is more interesting. It is clear that the incidence rate of the
feed-forward motif is much larger in the mid-size networks. When n = 3 there is an
average of 0.1 feed-forward motifs per gene and there are approximately 4.5 such motifs
per gene when n ≥ 1000. In contrast there are more than 7 feed-forward motifs per gene
when n = 100. We suspect that this is a side-effect of the edge-matching algorithm but
do not think it is a problem.
The change in the incidence rate of the auto-regulatory motif for very large networks
is potentially more problematic. The source of this trend is difficult to determine. Given
the network size, the correlation between the total number of edges and the incidence
rate is almost 0. However, confusingly and independently of the number of genes, the
correlation between the total number of edges and the auto-regulatory incidence rate is
0.792. There is also some correlation between network size and the incidence rate (0.747).
The correlations of max(kin ), the network size and other combinations are all less than
the correlation of the total number of edges and the incidence rate, independent of the
network size, but greater than 0.6.
In short, naive correlations are uninformative and it is not clear what is driving this
trend. However, it may be due to the distributions over kin and kout and the edge
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matching algorithm. Because the range of kout grows much more quickly than the range
of kin , and because the edge matching algorithm matches genes in descending order of
the number of out-edges, if a network has “hub” genes which connect to the majority of
other genes in the network then these genes may absorb all or most of the in-edges of a
large proportion of most of the genes. This means that most genes cannot auto-regulate.

5

Discussion and Future Work

GreenSim is importantly different from previous simulators such as GeneSim. In particular, GreenSim:
• Explicitly and correctly models the in and out degree distributions.
• Implicitly models the other important features of a GRN, through its explicit modeling of the in and out degree distributions.
• Uses non-linear regulatory functions.
• Accurately models the various kinds of noise which exist in biological data sets.
• Is modular, easily customised and highly parameterised.
• Generates GRN ranging in size from 100 to 104 genes.
The visual analysis, statistical analysis and realistic regulatory functions suggests that
GreenSim can be used to simulate and sample from realistic GRN of widely varying size.
One aspect of GreenSim that needs further investigation and which may need improvement is the edge matching algorithm. This is because it appears to under-represent
the auto-regulatory motif in very large and very small GRN. If the biological literature
confirms that this is inaccurate then a new matching algorithm would need to be developed.
Like GeneSim, the regulatory functions in GreenSim are only representative of a single
phenotypic context. Although this is not a problem, for the reasons discussed in section 2,
GreenSim could be extended to simulate the phenotypically context-dependent logical
discontinuities in the regulatory functions that can be seen in biological organisms[13] as
well.
For example, rather than generating just one set of functions (A and {N Lk }), GreenSim
could be modified so that it generates m sets of functions. The set of functions (Ai and
N Lik ) used to generate each sample could be changed with some probability or according
to environment-state variables. If a different edge matrix was necessary then the genes
could be re-permuted and re-matched for each member of this set of regulatory functions.
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Appendix F
Machine Learning and Genetic
Regulatory Networks
The full text of our technical report[27] on machine learning for genetic regulatory
networks is available online at the following URLs:
• http://syntilect.com/cgf/pubs:grnlr
• http://www.comlab.ox.ac.uk/techreports/cs/2008.html
It has also been rewritten and submitted to “Foundations on Computational
Intelligence” as a book chapter[29]. This shorter text is available on request.
The review summarises the relevant network biology of genetic regulatory networks and a range of previous machine learning research in the field. It goes on
to analyse the gaps in this research and some of the problems facing regulatory
network inference. It is written as an introduction to the field.
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Appendix G
Ockham’s Razor and Bayesian
Reasoning
The full text of our position paper on Bayesian reasoning and model inference is
available online at http://syntilect.com/cgf/pubs:bayespp.
This position paper describes one (mis)interpretation of a common statistical
argument. This misinterpretation has lead some authors to erroneously claim that
Bayesian inference objectively entails and justifies Ockham’s razor.
We are currently rewriting the position paper and will submit it as a letter to a
machine learning journal. The abstract of the unmodified position paper is below.
This paper emphasises the importance to Computer Science of correctly
understanding philosophical concepts. It shows that accurately interpreting Ockham’s razor could lead to better Bayesian model scoring. We
first consider the argument that Bayesian inference automatically embodies and justifies Ockham’s razor, because it automatically balances
goodness of fit with the number of parameters. Philosophical analysis
shows that this is incorrect. Through theoretical considerations and by
analysing examples we see the kinds of situations in which Bayesian reasoning embodies Ockham’s razor and the kinds of situations in which it
does not. We then explore the ramifications of our analysis for Bayesian
model scoring.
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